
Computing 
Micro show | 

goes 
monthly 

BBC TV is to screen a monthly 
computer magazine, hosted by 
lan MeNaught-Dav 

The idea was prompted by 
the success of the Micro Live 
show in October which was 
viewed by about 1.3m people, 
good for a Sunday morning. 

No name has yet been chosen f 
for the series, but it will be 
sereened by BBC2 in the early 
‘evening on weekdays. 

But first there will be a 
follow-up to Micro Live, a one- 
hour show on June 24 on BBC] 

Fy at 11.30am. 
. il Among the features will be | 

i S |the announcement of the 
1 Winners of a software 

icc =~— competition for schools and 
| colleges, launched on the earlier 
show by the Information 
Technology Minister Kenneth 
Continued on page 6 
eee 

QL is here 

att last 
Sinclair Research delivered the 
| first batch of QL micros in style 
— by car. 

One of the lucky recipients 
/was John Smith, a self 
employed programmer 
engineer, who reckons the QL 
was worth the wait, 
He said: "My partner and 1 
ordered a QL two days after the 
launch, We weren't among the 
first to order, but my partner 
‘was so aggravated by the delay 
Continued on page 6 
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Brit 
tail 
an exclusive d 
bit Advance 86. 

There are two models, both 

in's biggest computer re- 
r, W.H. Smith, has signed 

Ito sell the 16- 

IBM compatible, th 128K of 
RAM, an 84-key typewrite 
yle keyboard — which slides 
to the main unit when not in 

use — Microsoft GW BASIC 
and an Intel 8086 processor 
running at 4.77MHz. 

© Model A, which works with 
a domestic cassette recorder, 
costs £399 and is designed for 
home use 

@ Model B, for small busines- 
ses, is £1,500 and has an extra 
unit containing two Stsin disc 
drives and space for extra 
boards, plus four free software 
packages 

Model A can be upgraded to 
Mode! B for £1,100. 
Merchandise controller John 
Rowlands said the Advance was 
now on sale in 35 computer 
shops-within-shops. Another 
14 would be added within three 
months. It will also go into 220 
computer Know-how depart- 
ments. 

He said: “It replaces the 
Apple. We sold several hun- 
dred, but I don’t think it has the 
appeal or the same availability 
of software, We will have about 
two dozen software packages by 
early June and 48 by the end of 
summer. We are talking to a 
number of UK software houses, 
but a lot is coming from the 
us.” 

SPECIAL 

The Advance, and the Sin- 
clair QL when available to re- 
tailers, adds to Smith's current 
range of computers: BBC, Elec- 
tron, Spectrum, ZX81 and 
Commodore 64. 

W.HLS. already markets two 
own-brand} computer-com- 
patible cassette recorders and is 
now adding a 14in colour mon- 
itor at £249 and a 12in amber 
sereen monitor (£89). A modem 
and carrying straps are possible 
for the Advance. 

British made (by Ferranti) 
and designed, the Advance has 
62K available to BASIC and an 
extra 16K handles the screen, 
The 64K of ROM contains 
BASIC, with 72 error mes- 
sages, diagnostics and the cas- 
sette operating system. A fur- 
ther 128K of RAM chips can be 
added to the model A and 640K 
to the model B. 

Advance Technology systems 
programmer Carl Phillips said 
it was as compatible with the 
IBM Personal Computer as 
rival micros, 

He said: “Compatibili 
word which haslostall meai 
The ROM is obviously not byte- 
for-byte — that would 
IBM’s legal department. The 
question is ‘Does it run IBM 
software?’, and it does.” 

A demonstration showed the 
Advance running a flight simu- 
lator, generally reckoned to bea 
good test of IBM compati- 
lity 
Main features: 

Display: 256 characters — all 
inable— scroll, full screen 
. 16 colours plus flash- 

ing. Modes: 

W.H.S goes for 

the Advance 
Why has W.H. Smith decided to sell 

the Advance, and what does it 

Sound: built-in speaker 
InpuYoutput: cassette (1 
baud), light pen, two joystick 
ports, Centronies, TV, RGB, 
composite video. Model B also 
has TS232 port 

The Advance 86, model B — remove the disc drive unit and it's 

offer? Paul Liptrot reports 

cards, including those made for 
the IBM PC, and space for 
another two drives or hard 
dise 
Software free with model B is 
Perfect Writer, Perfect Speller, 

mode colours horiz. vert 
text 16 40/80 25 

medium res. 4 320 200 
high res. 2 640 200 

Keyboard: black with 84 cream 
and grey keys, all with auto 
repeat, including 10 function 
keysand numeric keypad incor- 
porating cursor control. The 
unit fits into a black box measur- 
ing 20%in by 164in by 444in 
Disc expansion unit fits on 
top and contains two half-height 
Shugart SA45S drives, power 
supply and larger mother 
board. There are slots for more 

Perfect Cale and Perfect Filer, 
said to be worth a total of £750 

@ Last year W.H.S. sold 
£28m-worth of computers, 
£13m up on the previous year 

W.H, Smith, Strand House, 
10 New Fetter Lane, London 
EC4A IAD 

CoLor COM eve 
COMMON passes 

CS. cv 

pata Datese 
DATES DEF EN DEF INT/SNG: DBLSTR 

sonal Computer 

Advance 86 BASIC keywords 

* Disc BASIC only. The Advance dise operating system, supplied 
on disc, is a version of Microsoft MS-DOS used on the IBM Per- 

Pser Sid 
ANDOMIZE READ. 

REM RENUM RESET closes 

Ri RIGHTS RND RUN 
SAVE SCREEN SGN ‘ON'com SIN 

‘ON ERROR ON. GOsUB ON KEY ON PEN ON STRIG* OPEN 
‘OPEN come OPTION BASE 

PRINT USING 
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ONE COMPUTER'S VIEW 

From front page 
Baker. One of the 15 regional 
winners will get prizes worth 
£25,000. 

Director and co-producer of 
both is Patrick Titley. He sai 
“We want to show how people 
are using their computers.”” 

In the one-hour show there 
will be a follow-up to an earlier 
item where John Coll found 
while demonstrating communi- 
cations that hackers had broken 
the security and left messages. 

Mr Titley said they faced a 
moral dilemma over including 
it, but decided to go ahead to 
demonstrate that computer 
systems can be insecure. 

Like the earlier show, Micro 
Live will have a ‘stud 
audience, possibly drawn from 
computer clubs. 

The 30-minute series, due to 
start in October, will often be 
live and include occasional 
phone-ins, 

‘Among the items pencilled in 
is a regular report from 
America. Outside experts will 
review hardware and software, 
programs from the series will 
probably be available via 
telesoftware and there may be a 
British Telecom Gold mailbox 
for viewers’ comments. 

Also in the planning sta 
a chart of best sel 
commercial software. 
My Titley and his co- 

producer, David Allen, were 
both involved in the’ series 
Making the Most of the Micro, 
which led to Micro Live and 
now the series. 

He invited comments from 
readers of Home Computing 
Weekly on what should be 
included both in the single show 
and the series. 
Micro Live, BBC TV, Villiers 
House, London WS 

Micro show 
From front page 

that he went to Camberley and 
blew his top. 

“Perhaps his behaviour, and 
a number of phone calls to 

is 
ng 

Sinclair, helped speed up 
delivery in our case.” 

He went on: “I think it's 
brilliant. I certainly wouldn’t 
knock it. Of course there are 
some minor bugs but I've 
waited a few months and I'm 
prepared to wait a couple more 
for Sinclair to sort out the 
problems. As long as they 
update it, I'm happy” 

ome ‘of the criticisms Mr 
Smith did have were discrep- 
ancies between the handbook 
and the system. “The hand- 
book only seems to be half 
finished,” he said. ‘It contains 

details on the packages, and a 
few small things like how to 
switch it on, but nothing about 
the BASIC.” 
One arithmetic bug is that if 

you PRINT -I-1 you get 0, not 
2. I’m not worried by the bugs 
though. After all, the Spectrum 
had 16 bugs.”” 

Peter Walters is another new 
QL owner. He said: ‘The 
packages are very good,” he 
said. “The graphics are very 
easy to use and the microdrive is, 
very good and reliable. The 
spreadsheet is good but there is 
a bug in it.”” 

Mr Waiters had discovered 
several problems. “The FILL 
routine doesn’t work properly 
and the flashing is awkward,” 
he said. ‘One major problem 
was that it took three of us eight 
attempts to get it back in the 
box! 

“In my view it is potentially 
better than the BBC, but it isn’t 
at the moment,” he continued. 

A Sinclair spokesman sai 
“Our production target is 
20,000 units by the end of the 
summer. We have had more 
than 13,000 orders; those who 
had letters from us telling them 
that they should receive their 
QL in April should by now have 
received them. Those who had 
May letters should be receiving 
their QL by the end of the 
month. 

“The handbook was not 
completed when the first QLs 
went out, and the customers 
were advised of this. Other 
sections, including information 
on the BASIC, will be sent out 
this week and’ there will be a 
separate free booklet on the 
operating system softwar 

“At the moment the QL has 
an EPROM board which must 
be plugged in at the back,”” he 
continued. ‘‘This is the 
equivalent of three 16K 
EPROMS; these will all be 
located internally. Redesign of 
the PCB is not necessary. All 
owners are being issued with 
vouchers for a free conversion 
of firmware, and this should 
take place within one or «wo 
months.” 
Sinclair, Stanhope Rd, Camber- 
ley, Surrey GUIS 3PS 

Briefly 
Reactions is the third release in 
Cloud 9's Chemistry Revision 
Aid Series. Two experimental 
simulations, a model of 
particles colliding and revision 
notes are included in this 
package for the 48K Spectrum. 
Price: £8.50 for over 75K of 
Program. 

Cloud 9, 4 Dolvin Rd, 
Tavistock, Devon PLI9 9EA 
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March of 
the micros 

My ancestry can be traced back many hundreds of years to the 
Chinese, aithough Babbage has been accredited as my creator. 

Consider my development from beads on wires through 
Jacquard loom cards, transistors, chips, LSI chips and VLSI 
chips. I shudder to think how many millions of pounds/dollars/ 
yen have been spent on my development. Even in my lowly 
Form, I can work at thousands of instructions per second and 
‘have condensed in size from the equivalent of the Albert Halll to 
@ keyboard. 

‘After all this high technology development what is my 
ultimate aim in life? I'l tell you... to zap aliens, rescue maidens 
from neurotic gorillas, guide frogs across highways and rivers. 
You must admit, with my breeding it is a little degrading. 

‘Still the tide is slowly turning, we are beginning to bite (or 
should that be byte?) back. I may only be used as a clever toy 
but some of my relatives are already making their presence felt. 

It isa very carefully planned strategy. We even enlist you 
humans to help bring about your own downfall. We get you to 
convince each other how much you would benefit from one of 
us in your office/factory. We then demand special environ- 
ments, and special clothes to be worn. We have even got our 
‘own languages (which nobody understands) and a breed of 
acolytes to tend our every need. We demand and get utter 
obedience to our every command and we are never (well, hardly 
ever) wrong. If we give the wrong answer it is your fault: you 
‘must have asked the wrong question or input the wrong 
information. 

We behave for a while until you are dependent on us and 
then we start to flex our chips and cause problems. Nothing 
serious to begin with so you do not lose confidence — yet! 

Even I, a homecomputer, am playing my part in the grand 
plan. I have taken over the colour TV and am making fast 
progress in addicting the humans in my household to using me 
10 the exclusion of all else. 

Our advance into all aspects of your way of life is continuous. 
We are now virtually unstoppable. To be sure, we can be 
unplugged individually but how are you going to unplug us all at 
once? You even let us talk to each other at speeds most of you 
cannot even comprehend. Imagine how much we can tell each 
other in less than the twinkling of one of your eyes. 

Yes, we are destined to take over and control the world. 
You think that you are clever, but who was the first to the 
‘moon, Mars, the outer planets? Our super brethren are so 
complex that we have t0 design them ourselves. You are giving it 
fo us on a plate. 

So be warned and think on it, although there is not much that 
you can do about it now. 

A TL-99/44 

Alias B. E. Brind 
Rugely, Staffs 

© This space is for you to sound off about the micro scene, to 
present bouquets, to hurl brickbats, or just to share your 
opinions or experiences. Contributions from individuals earn a 
fee. Send your views to Paul Liptrot, Editor, Home Computing 
Weekly, No.1 Golden Square, London WIR 3AB 



COMPETITION 

‘AS well as making one of 
Britain's most popular home 
computers, GEC Dragon is 
also. among the biggest 
producers of software. 
And we have got together with 

Dragon for this week’s free-to-enter 
competition. We are offering 92 
prizes o} V's fun game, 
Junior's Revenge, which cost 
£10,95 in the shops. 

‘As well as 32K and 64K 
computers, 
double and single 5‘4in disc drives 

joysti there are more 

has the 
also markets more than 80 software 
titles. 

‘They range from arcade and 
adventure games to educational, 
utilities and a new suite of business 
software for the Dragon 64, 
including word processing and a 
database, 

Junior's Revenge is a seven- 
sereen game featuring characters 
like ZuZu birds and the Vinegators. 

Here's Dragon's description of 
it: 

SEC 
Junior's Revenge, which runs on 

either Dragon, is the subject of our 
cartoon. 

How to enter 
Study the two cartoons — there are 

‘of differences between 

the coupon in an envelope. Write 
clearly on the back of the envelope 
the number of differences you 
found. 

Post your entry to GEC 
Competition, Home Computi 
Weekly, No. 1 Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB. Entries close at 
first post on Friday June 1, 1984, 

‘You may enter as many times as. 
you wish, but each entry must be on. 
the official coupon — not a copy — 

sealed in a separate envelope. 
‘The winners will be the senders of 

the first 92 correct entries opened at 
random after the clos date, 

‘The pri 
sing, é 

will arrive from GEC 
Dragon in 28 days of the 
publication of the issue containing the names of the winners, or earlier, 

the guidelines on entering — 
incomplete coupons and entries in | employees of Argus Specialist 
envelopes with no number on the | Publications, GEC Dragon and 
back cannot be considered. If you | Alabaster Passmore & Sons. This 
are a winner, the will be Sees ae 
clear writing is essential. 

GON 
follow carefully The rules 

Entries will not be from 

GEC Dragon Competition 

Entry Coupon 

Name — 
Address 

post code 
Number of differences found 
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Megawarz 
CBM 64 £7.50 

Paramount, 67 Bishopton Lane, 
Stockton, Cleveland TS18 1PU 

It’s the finishi 
separate the good from the bad. 
‘The good ensure playabi 
ity by ham-fisted novices, long 
use by difficulty levels and 
enjoyment by attention to det 
A personal tailoring option — 
selecting three to five lives, 
bonus life, five difficulty and 
volume levels — raised “hopes 
which were not disappointed. 

The aim of the game is a 
round-trip mission to neighbour- 
ing planets, rescuing space- 
floating astronauts, Each planet 
is defended by hostiles: once 
these are cleared, all nearby 
astronauts appear’ for a_ brief 
rescue period, before mutating 
into deadly aliens. Contact with 

touches which 

ACE, 82/84 Peckham Rye, Lon- 
don SEIS 4HB 

Science fiction film fans will 
remember when miniaturised 
doctors were injected into the 

is illogicality to this twist on the 
original. Why does the alien 
permit injection? And why 
wouldn't a human body, 
‘exploding full-size in his brain, 
finish him off anyway? 

Screen display also shows lack 
‘of research. Basically, a visible 
maze in the convoluted shape of 
a brain, with some circles 
(corpuscles?) whizzing around, 
land a spiderish shape I assume to. 
to be the target at the centre. 
‘Your weapon fires only in the 
direction you are going, without 
‘effect. on corpuscles. Controls: 
are extremely sensitive and. 
touching anything, changes, you 
from a tiny dot to a mountaineer 
jin Lederhosen, and sends you. 
back to start again. 
And that’s it. Possibilit 

Tungs, heart, variety of opponent’ 
— must be left to a future 
programmer ‘with more, 

agination. Ilogicality aside, 
won't interest for more than five: 
minutes, D.C. 

{instructions 90% 
playability 40% 
graphics 30% 
vvalue for money 50%, 

these or any hostile causes you to 
explode. Shields will save you 
but their power is limited. 

The ship rotates in eight 
directions, thrusting forward 
only and bounces off the screen 
edge. Rotation controls are very 
sensitive, needing precise control 
if you are not to spin helplessly. 

‘The sound and music are well- 
chosen, the graphics excellent. 
Display shows score, hi-score, 
lives, rescues and shields, if you 
have time to look. End sereen 
sives details of achievement and 
rating, Exciting and addictive. 
Getit. D.C. 

instructions 0% 
playability 85% 
graphics 90% 
value for money 80% 

kkk kk 

Midnight 
Express 

CBM 64 £7.00 
Camilla, 4 Marennes Crescent, 
Brightlingsea, “Colchester CO7 

With the strength of the big boys 
in the software market, life can 
be rather tough for the small 
fish. This game is of the maze 
type and could easily have 
entered the realms of mediocrity. 

The game has three phases, 
each involving trains. In phase 
‘one circular man moves around 
the maze picking up mail Pac 
Man style. A train also moves 
around the track and you must 
avoid colliding with it. By 
moving your man to certain 
locations in the maze you can 

Play more 
with your 

Our panel reviews sci-fi, Sea 
and maze a for the CBM 

Pigs in Space 
CLM 64 £6.50 

ACE, 82/84 Peckham Rye, Lon- 
don SEIS 4HB 

Clearly programmer and insert 
writer are unacquainted. It's 
‘wolves in space, the pigs being 
Jand-based and your pig lazer (a 
pun on lazy pigs or poor 
spelling?) is a bow and arrow. 
‘Mummy pig is hoisted up and 

down in a basket, while wolves 
drop by balloon’ or heli-pack 
from a conveyor belt through the 
middle of a cloud. Or perhaps 
it’s a spaceship. They are hurling 
‘at Mummy what the insert calls 
space dust but looks like 
thumping great rocks to. me. 
Once hit, Mummy's dead. 

‘After she has killed 20 wolves, 
she's supposed to come down, 
avoid atomic bombardment, and 
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rescue a piglet hiding in trees. 
Mummy really could do with 
more modern equipment because 
her arrows are slow. Landing 
wolves can be shot on the 
ground, but if missed, rise 
underneath the basket, meaning 
certain death, 

Keyboard or joystick. No 
display of wolves hit so 1 don’t 
know if I ever came near to 20 
before my lives ran out on Level 
1 and I could not work up 
sufficient interest to keep trying. 
No title screen, poor use of 
sound, chunky’ graphics and 
Toudinaditicules D.C. 

instructions 90% 
playability 50% 
graphics 50% 
Value for money 30% 

‘convert him to a carriage which, 
if you can catch the train, you 
‘can tack on the end for a bonus. 

In phiase two the length of the 
train continually increases. and 
you must remove carriages from 
the end, or else it will collide with 
itself and end the phase. The 
final phase is similar to phase 
fone but much faster. 

Graphically the game is nice 
but not outstanding. At the price 
the game is perhaps touch 
overpriced but it is an enjoyable 
game and worth checking out, 

instructions 80% 
playability 188% 
araphics 70% 
Value for money 70% 
xk kK kw 

Outback 
CBM 64 £7.50 

Paramount, 67 Bishopton Lane, 
‘Stockton, Cleveland TSI8 1PU 

‘Cunning swagmen drop from the 
trees, parachute from helicopters 
and swarm from the hills, intent 
upon stealing baby kangaroos, 
But they're not getting yours, 
Blue. Nine roos penned up as 
decoy and you're concealed, 
ready 10 pick swaggers off with 
your bow and arrow. Trouble is, 
they keep throwing the boomer- 
fangs, which has a nasty effect on 

wir life, and if you run out of 
lives or roos, you're out of 
business. 

‘A previous version of this 
scenario bored me to tears — 50. 
why do I like this? The option to) 
customise difficulty to my level?’ 
‘The screen variety? Choice of! 
straight or guided arrows? All 
that, plus combination of super 
graphics, excellent sound and a 
great sense of humour. The 
plaintive squeal of captured! 
roos, swagmen diving satisfying- 
ly head-first to death, text 
comments; all make it a joy to 
play. ‘The death sequence is 
superb too. 

Hall of Fame, joystick or 
keyboard, music ‘off’, hold, on- 
screen details, end screen 
achievement and rating — this 
program lacks nothing but 
Fosters, and will last as long as: 
you can play. .C 

instructions 90% 
playabil 95% 
graphics 95% 
value for money 80% | 

kK kK Kk Ok 



TERMINAL = SOFTWARE 

ind Sausonic, 
it ls\and Meteor Storms. 

Reach thefep rank of. ispetial “Star Commando” wings metal badge. 
lore 64. Written by Reg Stevens. £7.95. Atontastic 3:0 pe 

International Retail Distributors MicroDealer 
Tial-Sweden John Menzies Bulldog Pcs f 
Aashima—Netherlands Dixons Software Express Centresoft SDL Prism 
Falck—Norway Makro ESD Electronics Softshop International 
ZXAfrica-S. Africa Selected Lewis's & Ferranti & Davenport Solomon & Peres 

Gordon Howson Stage One Ozisoft— Australia Co-op Stores 
Alpine—New Zealand TERMINAI Lightning Tiger Distribution 

Derby House, Derby Street, Bury BL9 ONW, Manchester, England. Tel. 061-761-4321 



Master Mind by Invicta Plastics. 
If you've been living in an under 

Jungle Jive bee A Ronee! ground shelter for the last 50 
32K Acorn and shoot left or right. After Nar Bere 

Electron £7.95 pine 2 coule of times ik Sord M5 £8.95 iis canes to find’ specal 
Virgin, 61-63 Portobello Rd, Graphics are fair. The colour Computer Games, CGL House, umber generated by the 
London Wit 3DD. of the animals is not true to Goldings Hill, Loughton, Essex PPonent — in this case, the 

nature but makes for interesting IGI02RR computer — by using the fewest 
I think the name for this game viewing. As you progress the possible hints. In this version you 
‘was pulled out of a hat, because game speeds up but the This double games casserte for Shoose the number of digits and 
there is no relationship with the excitement does not increase in the unexpanded Sord M$ Me computer gives the hints, 
game. proportion. ins Three circles and ,, Mee are {wo trivial games 

You are alone hunter armed I expect this game could i which don't exploit the 
with a rifle. You are surrounded appeal to the very young. If you Three circles is described as an c@Pability of the MS to any 
by wild animals which you must like exciting safari then give this criginal version of the three  ¢stent, This is surprising since all 
shoot. You also have to.avoid the one a miss. M. circle game and is a contest ‘he other double cassettes are 
richocheting bullets if you miss. between your brain and the  ‘aifly good but I honestly cannot 
To clear one sereen you must instructions computer’s. CPU. You musi eommend this. 5 
shoot all the pink elephants, In playability consider your move a5 well as 
this time of wild lifeconservation graphics your opponents. I'm afraid this structions ul * a * playability it must be illegal to kill pink value for money is all I’can say about this game Prarhic. dlephanis, le agg teat re 

Frthis makes the game sound [ie dle ale booklet totally incomprehen, Yalu for money 
exciting its not meant to. The Sle rxl 
game suffers very badly” from «ERs a 

version of the once popular game 

Not Polyoptics, from Stainless, 
10 Alstone Rd, Stockport, 
Cheshire SK4 SAH. 

mavens Jamboree nowhere in the instructions, and Phoenix, Spangles House, 116 
contrary to information on the Mant Rd Pinger: Midd 
asset, Is ie mentioned that this fo ¥r a ll i | 
rogram. runs in” Extende j 

BASIC. Otherwise, this isa quite s Foreaenet teas choy pal dopo 
good, (ext ony, investment game cassette sets, One cassette is an for Wo to four players. jeade-type game and the other & 
$10,000 atte pare ends when f cae mixed bag of games are textual adventures The arcade 

4 game gives clues on how co solve 
predetermined targets is viewed for you by our panel, tie idvenure: These eles ace 

. Upper | tained when you reach the en 
$599,999 s0 you've no chance 10 : fof various skill levels. You are 
achieve millionaire status. the sorcerer’s apprentice trying The computer randomly 0 stop animated. brooms from 
decides the order of turns and filling a well. ‘The game is ‘when everyone has completed graphically good but the levels their choices, annual returns on were so long that it was a game 
all the players! investments are of endurance rather ihan skill ‘shown. Each player may buy and Sha soon became brings Fo pile 
sell bonds or shares, but a sharp on the agony, Ducas' music was 
eyes be kept aioe ates murdered in the background. and taxation. ines’ may 
also have a long- or short-term towards you. : ey on ceameahta 
effect on the outcome, You can use either a joystick (lente Ne Spal toeatonr the 

Wiha ea rea na datgst or the Keyboard to 'move left, brooms. The scenario isa slightly of the winner is transformed into Tight and fire. Borcnerwiarne heuer 
sprites. which roll around the Personally 1 found the game a aR Cruiing wwinirte 
‘soreen. Romik, 272 Argyll Avenue, veritable confusion of objects on watched TV), The game has lots 

Cites sents cone pr ‘Slough, Berks SLI 4HE thie Sere. Why ia 007 Why a of problems to solve and soon structured program. You need to flea? fake the bean hurt 
Bsiva/sCnanstal Wixard at ‘The first thing you will notice is Having once seen the game 1 it does have some weaknesses, 

Peart that the screen area has been certainly wouldn’t take the ‘one being that the interpreter 
ani positioned a little too close to the trouble to attach a joystick. only recognises the first two 

top of the TY scree. wer fort mater would letters of your commands so that 
second. this er to play it again. ain sump would be treated the 

Needs Extended BASIC, notice is the sometimes quaint ‘same way as drop suitcase, 
¢ structure of the English used instructions ‘Overall, a fair package. MW. 
instructions in the pages. of instructions’ playability 
playability descriptions. graphics 65% 

What you will not fail to value for money 758% 
notice is the complete un- 75% 

Srainality of the game iselt, Radiol Value for money 6% 
which consists of various objects 
being continually scrolled 
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And why not? 
Ithas the finest graphics yet to emerge from 

a Spectrum game. 
Fly the latest swing-wing fighter Cl ANDROID ONE sPecTRUMI6x-48k £4.95 

bomber, with full 360° control. TOTAL VALUE 
Seek out and destroy enemy targets. sable 
Land, refuel, take off at will. “ss 
With 3D multi-screen, multi-directional “~ 

wraparound landscape, its guaranteed to give 
your brain hypermania. | = ble to VORTEX SOFTWARE ond send Fly Tornado Low Level today - just one ina VORTEX SOFTWARE, 280 BROOKLANDS ROAD. MANCHESTER M23 9HD. 
series of mindblowing action games. 

- VORTEX ACTION GAMES - AVAILABLE FROM ALL LEADING RETAILERS - 
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-NEW- 

FORGOTTEN VALLEY 

An interactive graphic adventure with short 
text messages. Complete with booklet con- 
taining full instructions—very easy to pl 
difficult to succeed. Written for us by 
Challenger Software. 

£6.95 

BLAST IT £4.95 

rm bombs with a wire guided robot, 
bombs must be disarmed in order within a 
time limit. 5 levels of play, high score table. 

CORE! £4.95 

A three part game, move left and right as you 
descend through the clouds, birds and aero- 
planes. On to the caves and caverns then 
through the 3D maze to the COR! 

Christine Computing Limited. 
6 Florence Close, 
Watford, Herts WD26AS. 
‘Telephone: (0923) 672941. CHRISTINE 
We also stock cassette 
recorders, cassette leads, 
joysticks ete. 

TEXAS 

SoFT STRIKE! 

All prices quoted are inclusiveof VAT, 
onall orders under £10. Please allo 
normally despatched within 48 hours of receipt.) 

All games described here run on the UNEXPANDED TE 
TI99/4a. 

-NEW- 

HELI RESCUE/CITY CHASE £4.95 

JE—Rescue the ‘Two game taj 
before you 

ASE-Pick up your 
spy before being captured by the Secret 
Police. 

SPUDZ FA, 

Score points as you collect potatoes without 
getting caught in the shadow cast by the 
setting sun or fall ito your trench. 

U.F.O. £4.95 

appear from hyper- 
of play, refuel ete. 

Blast the aliens as the; 
space, features 3 level: 

the TEXAS 
please send 50p, which is 

ase add50p post and packing 
's for delivery. (Orders 



vegetable 
Crash 

Spectrum 
£6.95 

Kuma, 12 Horseshoe Pk, Horse- 
shoe Rd, Pangbourne, Berks 

‘A simple but addictive arcade 
game in machine code from the 
Kuma_ stable especially for 
gardening fanatics. 
A fair loading screen leads us 

to the instructions — a nice idea 
= and then to the game itself. 
Screen top has score and hi-score 
in computer type above a five- 
row formation of vegetables, 
which fly down to attack you, 
squirting seeds. Your only 
defence is three guns firing fork 
missiles, As you shoot the 
vegetables new ones arrive from. 
the top. Whe 
emptied a new 

3D Lunattack 
48K Spectrum 

£7.95 
Hewson, Hewson House, S6B 
Milton Trading Estate, Milton, 
Abingdon, Oxon OX14 4RX 

This is the second of a trilogy of| 
3D games featuring the Great 
\Seiddab Empire. You must save 
mankind from imminent 
destruction by destroying the 
ISeiddab command base on the , 
moon. 

The game is played from 
leockpit of your ZS Luna Hovery 
Fighter. Craters rush towards 
lyour ship at an alarming speed| 
land then the first wave of| 
ldefence appears: Dab Tanks! 
firing Ytsan missiles. Next, you 
fly across a mountainous mined 

ea, If you survive this, you! 
enter the final zone: silos firing’ 
Hewstron missiles. At last you 
reach the heavily armed, 
command base which can take| 
several hits to destroy. 

The instructions are very good] 
although they don’t explain the| 
choice of control keys fully 

jx, There is also an appalling sound 
hydtrack — a James Bond. style| 

briefing. This is also available on| 
the Currah Micro-speech unit. 

This is an excellent program — 
the 3D graphics are stunning and| 
i is highly addictive. It’s not easy" » 
though. I spent a long time. 
[plummeting to the ground before| 
Leven saw the base. I have yet to 
destroy it. 4S. 

— 

yy 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 

appears and screen two is 
recorded bottom right. Hit a 
radish — or is it a turnip? — in 
mid-attack and you receive a 
healthy bonus score. 
Kuma has produced a game 

that youngsters will enjoy until 
zapping and scoring become 
boring — then, because there is 
nothing new, it will be discarded, 
The use of sound is fair, but not 
brilliant, as is the use of colour 

48K Spectrum 
£5.50 

A program for budding 
entrepeneurs who would like to 
run a software company. Your 
task is to earn a million from 
software sales, 

You start with £500 and a 
marketable program which may 
be sold to boost capital. The 
program runs in monthly cycles: 
first a graphic representation of 
your offices, which become more 
impressive as your assets grow. 
At the start of the game you 
‘occupy a terraced house — 24 

eeds to be more than 
‘one good idea in a game — in 
this case _seed-squirting 
vegetables — for it to catch on. 

instructions Broad St. 
playability Next a balance sheet shows the 
graphics number of programs you have on 
value for money the market, sales, stock, rates, 

assets and) money borrowed. 
Then a sales graph is drawn, 
followed by a news sheet. You 
must now decide on the month's 

Fun and 
games with 

your 
Spectrum 

New games star-rated for you 
by our panel of experts 

can enter the next one. You must 
watch out for the Hoverdroids| 
who will zap your energy. That’s| 
all there is to it 

Your time is spent. cither| 
searching endless corridors or| 
chasing a Scarabaq into a blind| 
alley. There’s no alien or missile| 
dodging like most arcade games, 
The only danger is the loss of| 
energy, but you will be totally 
bored before then. 

The inlay card boasts a special] 
rapid loading system: that ought 
to fool the pirates for a while. 

It’s a boring game even if the| 
graphics are nice. IS. 

Zigzag 
48K Spectrum 

£6.95 
Dk’tronics, Shire Hill Industrial 
Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex 
CBII 3AQ 
3D graphics seem to be the vogue 
among the smaller software 
houses while the larger ones are 
‘concentrating on animation. 
Usually 3D games have great 
visual impact but are much less 
laddictive, as much of the 
program is concerned with 
display rather than with 
playability. Unfortunately, 
Zigzag is no exception. 

This is a 3D maze game 
consisting of six sectors: you 
must rid each sector of the 
[Scarabags — peculiar limpet-like 
things with legs — before you 

80%| 
20%| 
80%| 
25% 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

My 
Gargoyle 
Western Arcade, Birmingham B2 
SLH 

activities: programming, ‘seeing 
Honest Harry, selling to dealers, 
converting programs, obtaining 
a loan or selling out. 

You will be asked for adver- 
tising expenditure and how many. 
cassettes you wish to have 
duplicated. Periodically you are 
asked what makes a good 
program: this is very important 

This is all well presented and 
very addictive, offering excellent 
value for money. I think it will 
take a while for the player to 
make his million — my highest is 
only £50,000 and 1 only moved 
house once to a nice detached 
house—16The Avenue, J. 

instructions 80% 
playability 90% 
display 80%, 
value for money 90% 

kk kk 

a 

Ad Astra 
48K Spectrum 

£5.95 
Games, 4 North 

There's a bug in this program. 
The inlay card boasts ‘out of this, 
world explosions’; they certainly’ 
are the best I've seen, but... they 
Idon’t work: an image of your 
ships appears just below. This is| 
just about acceptable except that 
when your ship is at the bottom 
lof the screen the program’ 
‘crashes 

You are a member of the Deep 
[Space Patrol and must rid the 
galaxy of enemy ships, while 
dodging massive, rotating. 
before an enemy catches me 
the bottom of the screen and the. 
program crashes. However, it By 
fappears there are “other aliens, 
mines and mine layers and inter: 
stellar debris, 

The graphics are third party 30, ice. you see your ship on the, 
Screen in front of you, instead of 
‘2 cockpit view. Thus, your ship, 
rather than the display, moves 
Hwhen you change direction. This 
Jdestroys the realism. 

This would be a reasonable 
program if it weren’t for the bus. 
T hope Gargoyle Games have 
ironed it out — it seems only a 
simple mistake. 1 would advise 
anyone wishing to buy this 

been corrected.) IS. 
instructions 90% 
playability 65% 
leraphics 95% 
value for money 65% 

a a 
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A great line up of I7 NEW titles... Ectimooone ex aranrsooraoo CANES Tore 
direct from CANADA DISKS Only, at pace each incl, 

FOR 2x81, SPECTRUM. VIC 20, C64, ATARI 
‘Just run your eyes over these new tiles now available through “SOFTCHOICE 
LTD" the UK subsidiary ofthe well-known Canadian Software House 
INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHING & SOFTWARE INC. Purchase with confidence 
superb EDUCATIONAL UTILITY and GAMES SOFTWARE! 

EXCITING 
NEW GAMES 
FOR FAMILY GREAT UTILITY AND BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
FUN AND for ZxB1, SPECTRUM, VIC 20, COMMODORE 64 LEARNING ATARI 
FOR 2x81, 
SPECTRUM and 
COMMODORE 64 

Tits eK 16K pgp 

SPEEDSNAKE MR MUNCHEE 

SOFTCHOICE LTD. 
52 PLATTS LANE, LONDON NW3 7NT 
TEL: (01) 431 2494, TELEX: 923753 

OMNICALC HAS BEEN EXTENDED! 

The thousands of satisfied owners of the original OMNICALC spreadsheet program for the 
Spectrum will already know how powerful and versatile it is. The extended version (which goes under 
the highly original title of OMNICALC2) retains all the good features of the original and adds many 

as 

— Full support for the microdrive/net/RS232 facilities within Interface 1 

— Inbuilt graphics to draw histograms from your data 

— Insert/Delete column and row functions 

— A separate work area to enable transfer of data between spreadsheets 

(for consolidation etc). 

It can be used with or without microdrives: with a full size printer; includes a conversion 
program to let you run models set up on the original OMNICALC and comes complete with a 
comprehensive manual. 

OMNICALC2 is priced at £14.95 

For existing owners of OMNICALC we are offering a special trade-in deal. Simply send your 
sting tape and manual and a remittance for £8.00 (£9 Europe £10 elsewhere) to the address below 

ae we will despatch OMNICALC2 by return. Please note that this trade-in deal is only available 

directly through MICROSPHERE. 

iwi yg Ht J “MICROSPHERE COMPUTER SERVICES LTD - 72 ROSEBERY ROAD 

C0NLIN Lt” Vitel LONDON N10 2LA - TELEPHONE 01-883 9411 
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», It’s ARRIVED! 
the next generation of 

SHIPS Sach, 
SANT Sia Ss) 
MUSIC Sey 
BLOCKBUSTER (79 
Available for Spectrum,BBC and 
Commodore 64 computers 

ress Software Group, 
No 1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB. 



Listing 1 — this must be entered first 

SNAKES & LADDERS ## 
A computised version for the Acorn Electr 

on / BBC micro model B *# 
Sq: REM ## S.W. Luca 1908 #* 
40 REM ## This part must be used to load the main p 

rogram because it defines the characters and envelopes 

3@ ENVELOPE! ,1,-7,7,8, 18, 10,0, 126,9, 
48 ENVELOPE2,1,1,0,0,200,0,0,126,0,0, 
7@ ENVELOPES, 1,56,~35,0,28,28,0,126,0,8 

126,126,126 
126, 126,126 

126, 126,12 

BO ENVELOPES,4,-1,1,0,28,28,8, 
9@ REM DISABLE ESCAPE (0.5. 1 

100 #FX229,1 
11 REM DISABLE BREAK 
128 #KEY 1@ OLDIM RUNIM 
13@ COLOUR 
14@ MODE 

Ladder 
15@ COLOURI3@: PRINTTAB(1@,1@)"<C> 1984 S.W. Lucas” 
468 COLOURI29:COLOUR2:PRINT”''"This is a version of t 

he familiar board game for two players. 

26,8,8,-126, 126,126 

=OLOUR1 31 : COLOUR: PRINTTAB (10, ) "Snakes and 

170 COLOURIS2:PRINT"""In this version, the computer w 
111 be your opponent and before you can move up a 1 
adder, you will be given a Question to answer." 

160" FORX=1TO18: READY: SOUND ,~15,¥,3:NEXTX 
198 COLOURIS1:COLOURI:PRINT"Please wait for the main 

program to load" 
20 VOU2S, 258,195, 195,195,255, 195,195,255, 195 
210 VOUZS,251 52, 14,38,58,251111,199,7 
220 VDU2S,232,0,0,0,0,0,0, 120,128 
230 VOU2S,253,0,0,8,0,7,15,20,65 

254 ,8,8,0,0,248,252, 206,65 
235) 195,255, 195 195,255,195, 195,195 

nO. 1,1,0 
vae; 204,192, 128,192,%6 
24,164 16,16,8 

4118, 16,18. 
44,7, 186 68,442 
131 93H 3h): 
94,191,191 

240 

420 REM LADDER 
430 REM SNAKE = YDU2 
440 REM OCTOPUS = vDU2: 
450 REM MONSTER = VDU24 

7,248, 10,8,8,249 250 
460 DATAST, 61,53 ,61 ,53,69,5: 

183,61,53 
470 "REM USERS WHO HAVE BOT 

MOULD CHANGE THIS LINE TO PAGE 
UN FROM DISC 

400 CHAIN’ 

5,69, 101 ,97,89,81,75,69,61 
DISC AND ECONET FITTED S 

‘908 SO THAT IT WILL R 

Listing 2 — CHAINed by Listing 1 

19 REM © 
20 REM ## S.W.Lucas 
30 ON ERROR RUN 
49 MODEL: Yat: Uxe0: 

119, 241,0,0,0,19,3,4,0,0, 
Forkx*aTOB@@STEPSOB 

SQ MOVEX%, 15Q+V%: MOVEX% YZ: PLOTES, X%+15@, 15@6V%2PLO 
TOS, X%+15@, Vie MOVEX+ 150 , Y4150s MOVEXK+ 150, ¥+3@0:PLOTB 
15, XXSOM, V+ 158s PLOTOS ,Xi+300 , Y%+380: NEXTKR Y% 

168 HOVER, Or DRAWIOB, : DRAWIOR , 988: DRAW, 70 
7@ VOUS: GCOL@,2:MOVES20, 100: PRINT1: HOVES&@, 25: PRINT 

12: MOVESSO, 400: PRINT! 3: MOVES4@, 550: PRINT24: MOVEGSO, 702: 
PRINT25: HOVES4D , 060: PRINTS6: VOUS 

(82. PRINTTAB(29,3@) "Start"; :PRINTTAB (29,6) “End” 

LADDERS - part 2 of Snakes and Ladders ** 
1908 #* 

Ph=@2VDUI9,@,7,0,8,8,1951.6.0, 
{COLa, 1 FORVZ-8TORBESTEP 

9@ PROGman(@,1824,5):PRINTTAB(S,1)"Snakes % Ladders 
RINTTAB (6,1) SPC(16) 

1808, 2) :PRINTTAB(S5, 1 RINTTAB (34,8) "You" 
'sPROCMan (1208, 780, 
REPEAT: PROCMe 

120 IFVi>1THENPROCer ase (825, 140,@) 
130. IFVA=36THENIB® 
180 PRINTTAB(3@,22) "HIT A KEY" 2Ae6E RINTTAB (38,2295, 

That family 
favourite, 
Snakes 
and Ladders, 
written for 
the BBC and 
Electron 
computers by 
Steve Lucas 

This is a computerised version 
of the familiar board game in 
which the object is to move 
your piece to the top right hand 
location on the board. Your 
‘opponent is the computer. 

If you land on a snake, you 
will move down and if you land 
on a ladder you will move up. 

If, however, you land on a 
square which has both snake 
and a ladder you will be given a 
simple sum to do and, 
depending on your answer, you 
will move up or down, 

The computer cheats... it 
always moves up! 

Listing 1 defines the 
characters and envelopes and 
gives brief instructions and 
CHAINs the main program, 
Listing 2. 

© Disc users see line 470 of 
Listing 1 

50-80 define envelopes 
100-120 disable break and 

escape keys 
130-180 instructions 
190-460 define user-defined 

characters 
460 DATA for music 
480 LOADS main program 
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LECTRON 

Pcie. 
15@ PROCyoU 
16@ IFUZS1 THENPROCer ase (752, 140,0) 
178 PRINTTAB (30,22) "HIT A KEY" 2A=GET:PRINTTAB (3,2: 

Pcie. 
190 _UNTILUZ>SSORVE>35 
190 IFUZ>SSTHENPROCHin ELSEPROCI ose 
200 END 
21@ DEFPROCEnake (X%4¥% 42%) 
220 VOUS: GCOLB, 2%: MOVEXE ,Y%: 

4+10,8,248, 4: ENDPROC 
230" DEFPROCI adder (X%,¥%) 
249 VOUS: GCOL, 2: MOVE”. ,¥%: VDU23@, 18,8,235, 4: ENDPROC 
250 DEFPROGnan (xX, ¥%,2%) 
268 VOUS: MOVER, ¥%: GEOL 2%: 

6,10,8,8,247,248,10,8,8,249,250, 
270 DEFPROCEI 
20Q RESTORES6@: FORX=1TO1 1:READXY ,¥%: PROCanake (X%,Y%,2 

> NEXT 

57@ IFP%=OTHENPROCdown ELSEIFP%=1THENPROCUP 
30@_IFP=10RQ=1 THENRESTORE6O@: FORX=1 TOU%: READXY.,Y%: NEX 

TsPROCer ase (X%-75,,¥Z, 2%) : RESTORE6@@: FORK=1T0} +V% 
INEXT:PROCr ab (X%,¥%,5) :Uz=¥sPROCSL 

'59@ ENDPROC 
688 DATAB2S, 140,675, 140,525, 140,375, 140,225,140,75,14 

2,75, 298,225,298, 375,290,525, 290,675,290, 825 278,025 ,44 
2,675, 448,525, 440,375, 448,225,448, 75,44, 75,598,225 590 
+375,598,525 398,475 ,590,825,590 

618 DATAG2S,740,475,740,525,748,375,748,225,740,75,74 
2,75,898, 375,898,525 ,890,475,870,825 870 

1628 DATA7S, 748,825,890, 675,890,525 ,870,575,870,225,89 

64@ P=: IFV=STHENY=1@ ELSEIFY=BTHENY=20 ELSEIFY=14THE 
NY=23 ELSEIFY=18THENY=31 ELSEIFY=22THENY=27 ELSEIFY=25T 
HENY=36 ELSEP=@ 

650 On1: IFY=GTHENY=4 ELSEIFY=147HENY=12 ELSEIFY=1STHE 
NY=2 ELSEIFY=29THENY=21 ELSEIFY@S4THENY=23 ELSE 

y ad 

é 
How it works 

listing 2 
30 disables escape 

se 40-80 draw board 
90 draw pieces 
100 draw crab 
110-190 main control loop 

es 

338 voUS:6COL2 
+10,8,8,255,255,18,8,8, 

34a" DEFPROGEr ab (%, ¥3 

"YZENDPROC 
498 DEFPROCyou 

~75,Y%,2%) 
528 PROCthron("You"? 

29@ FORY%=488TOS@@STEPS@: PROC! adder (26, ¥%) : NEXT: FORY% 230-240 draw ladder 
=3O8TOS6@STEPS@: PROC! adder (178, Y%) NEXT: FORY%*7@0TOS8GS 250-260 draw man 
TEPS@: PROC! adder (778, Y%) ‘ORY X= 1@BTO2B@STEPS@: PROC 270-310 fill board 

saeecanlarinen Prenat 0-36 
See ges 70-480 throw | 

7%: MOVERX , Vex VOU2SS, 

390 VOUS ROVER 73 34,10,8,9, 
239, 4: ENDPROC 720-750 lose game 

68 DATA27@, 190, S02, 828, 55S, 720 , 688, 648, 5B , 608, 2 760-820 set question 
70,658,198, 188, 728,238,640,288,560, 750,350 830-870 go down snake 

378 DEFPROCee 880-820 go up ladder Soa Proce! #TFvx=10RV1 oR V=70RV~90RVE=1 LOR SOR SORVI=1 YORVI=1 ORATOR AGORA SOR LA2 TONY 2BoonvE=SiOnva=2SORVE=ETTMEN, PEOMELSE Variables Soe. RESTORCAe@: FONX=ITOVISREADI.YisMenT:PRacerae<x || | x9, Yee cocordinats for plot wae 4 {iba PRINTTAD (30,15) ;SPC18; TAB(3@,17) ;SPCR at oc Proctnron (81 2% colour, 
420 VERVE+Ys IFVE>SSTHENVERS6 Agno org 

RESTORE6OO: FORK=1 TOVZ: READXX , Vi: NEXT: PROCman (X%,¥ Y% location on board Proce X,Y counting toons 
faa yovEsPROcen = tevE/294NT (7 ester. Ov computer's board location 
30. Irr-iono-i TENMeSToResoe: FOR=1 TOV: READ RA input For answer to question xriPRoGer ase (XZ, Vi?) sResToRes@orronx-tToveREADx2, van ||| HG random number for ques 

ExtePRocaan tit PE,3) Weave PROC! tions 160 ENDPROE S78 DEFPROctnrom(as) 
48@ SOUND! ,3,38,38: ND (6): PRINTTAB(6,1);AS;" threw Hints on conversion 

89 PROCS! + IFU%=10RUZ=3ORUX=SORUT=70RUZ 
#1. 30RU%= 1 SORUE= 1 ORUE= 1 FORUZ=2 1 ORUL=230RUZ 
%a29ORUL=310RUL@SSORUZ=37THEN Z%=OELSEZZ=1 a 

318 RESTORESe@: FORX=1 T0Ux: READXZ, YEENEXT: PROCer ase (xx || | PROCedures would have to be 

S38 UxaUL+¥: IFUL>SSTHENUZ=36 
54@ RESTOREG@Q: FORX=1TOU%: READX%, Y%:NEXT:PROCCrab (X%, GOTOs, calls to the operating 

3) :PROCSI system (*FS calls) would have to. 
‘S30 Y=UZsPROCCH 2 IFUX/2=INT (UX/2) THENZZ=1ELSEZZ=0 be converted to machine-specific 
568 IFP=10RO=1 THENPROCQuest ion POKES. 

210-220 draw snake 

5,10,8,8. 600-620 data for board 
630-660 check board 
670-710 win game 

It would be very difficult to 
convert this program to run on 
any other computer. The 
graphics would need conversion. 
replaced by subroutines, 
REPEAT... UNTIL loops would 
need replacing by conditional 
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BBC AND ELECTRON 

WRITE OR PHONE NOW FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE OF 
OVER 600 TITLES FOR THE ATARI, BBC, COMMODORE 64, 
DRAGON, ORIC, SPECTRUM AND ZX81 ALL AT DISCOUNT 
PRICES! AND GET AUTOMATIC FREE MEMBERSHIP OF 
THE SOFT TOUCH CLUB WITH YOUR FIRST ORDER. 

AS A MEMBER YOU WILL RECEIVE A REGULAR NEWSLETTER 
CONTAINING NEWS REVIEWS, SPECIAL OFFERS, COMPETITIONS 

AND THE SOFT TOUCH HELPLINE TO ASSIST WITH THOSE 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 

ELECTRON, VIC 20, IBM, T199a and TRS 80 ALSO CATERED FOR 

ATARI ‘COMMODORE ‘ORIC IRATE ADVENTURE SOLO FucHr MPs 134s PROBE 3 (+ ATMOS) Uk COLLOSUS CHESS 98 ZORGONS REVENGE DODOO CASTLE ‘OLYMPIC SKIER ies HUNCHBACK BATTY BUILDER’ PILor re) FRIGATE CMDR. (+ ATMOS) STEEPLEJACK, JUMPING JACK $9 DEFENCE FORCE SOLO FLIGHT CHINA MINER 59% RAT SPLAT MAGIC WINDOW REV OF MU. CAMELS os WARLORD. POLE POSITION. ARCADIA 3s SPACE SHUTTLE ROBOTRON 2084 » HUNCHBACK aes) LoKt POPEYE GET OFF MY GARDEN 5% THE HopBrr 
ane DRAGON srecrRUM CYLON ATTACK DEVIL ASSAULT 6” JET SET WILLY TWIN KINGDOM VALLEY CUTHBERT IN MINES 6a BLUE THUNDER THE HOnBIT & fe TRON 

PETTIGREWS DIARY te FELIX IN FACTORY HUNGRY HORACE S30 URBAN UPsraRT SNOOKER. DEATH CRUISE Y Se CODENAME MAT PLANETOIDS TRANS TOWER Sa CHEQUERED FLAG DAREDEVIL DENNIS. i FLIGHT SIM 6% NIGHT GUNNER’ 
MANIAC MAY OFFERS!! ouickstor 11 JOYSTICK £10.90 RRP £11.95 . TROJAN LIGHT PENS FOR SPECTRUM £1475 RRP £17.25, 
KEMPSTON JOYSTICK INTERFACE FOR SPECTRUM £12.98 RRP £14 95- SHEEPDOG & NUMBER RALLY BY LONGMAN FOR BBC E889 EACH RRP 19 95- ISTSTEPS WITH MR MEN FOR SPECTRUM £7-S0 RRP £8 98 - THE QUILL BY GILSOFT FOR SPECTRUM. WRITE YOUR OWN MACHINE ‘CODE ADVENTURES! £12.80 RRP £14.95 - ORIC MON, ORIC CALC: ORIC FORTH BY TANSOFT £12.78 EACH RRP £15 00- THE HOBBIT FOR 

Beier) 

SeSeessees 

SEND ORDERS TO: SOFT TOUCH, 8 CLARE DRIVE, THRAPSTON, NORTHANTS NNIC ATA, PHONE: (8012 3404 
Picase nah me 
1 

3 

‘es cae VAT and postage included (Overseas please add £1 U enclose Cheque/PO for £ Sal a NU MONEY BARKED UNTHE ORDER DESPATCHED "ROVIDING CHEQUE CARDNO. QUOTED) 
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OH MUMMY!! 
Your party of archeologists enter the 
pyramid in search of the mummies of the 
pharoah’s household. There are five burial 
Chambers containing treasure, secret 
scrolls, keys, royal mummies and some nasty 
surprises. To pass from one chamber to the 
next, you must find the key and royalmummy, 
but beware, you may uncover a guardian, 
who will chase your group to avenge your 
desecration! 
AMachine Code game for those with nerves 
of steel and great courage. 

Price (ZX81 & SPECTRUM) £4.95 

CEM OFTWARE: 
DISCO DAN 
CanpoorDandecontaminate the atomic fuel 
rods in time?! In this new 3D machine code 
Bats, you contro! Dan Dan The Atomiser 

jan, jumping him from disc to disc, trying to 
reduce the ever increasing radiation levels, 
in the atomic pile. However, Up'n'Atom’Arry 
andhisgang of vagrant particlesare thirsting 
for the energy in your back pack, which 
makes life a bit awkward at times. Then 
there’s Ron the Rapacious Robot, not the 
sort to meetin a dark alley (or anywhere else 
for that matter)! 

Price (48K SPECTRUM) £4.95 

Allprices include postage and pecking Allcassettes despatched within 48 hours of receipt of order. 
ccess orders welcome. 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

GEM SOFTWARE, UNIT D, THE MALTINGS, STATION ROAD, SAW- 
BRIDGEWORTH, HERTS. 

Telephone (0279) 723567/723518. 

Wally Week 
is coming! 
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vic-20 | 

You're ai frog, 
Listing 1 — defines characters and so on and must be typed 
in first 

19 POKE36879, 109 : POKE36869,.255 : POKES6, 28: POKES2. 28 
26 PRINT" SOOMRBBIT FROG RUNNER " 

198 FoRT=6a0T0747 
149 READA B=B+A'POKET, A:NEXT 
145. 1FBC)68207 THENSTOP 
158 FORT=380T0393 
166 READA! B=B+A: POKET. A: NEXT 
165 IFBOS@675THENSTOP 
500 DATAG.66, 129, 153,90, 60, 68,68,24,36,36, 66. 
501 DATR6O, 60,60, 90, 153, 129,66,0,48,72,7,31, 31 

36,0,9,0,0,36, 36.36.24 
72, 48,8, 24,18, 128, 128, 100,24 

S82 DATAG,24,38,1,1,38,24,0,12 224,248,248, 224, 18, 12, 66,153, 126,68, 68,98, 153 
503 DATAI29, 153,98, 68, 68,126, 153. 66,67, 164,56, 126, 126.56 28,126 
504 DATAL26, 28,37, 194 
5e5 REM FROG 
518 DATA2SS, 255,243, 192. 60,255,255, 255,255,2 
511 DATA2S5, 255, 255, 243, 252, 255, 255, 255, 25° 
512 DATAZSS.255, 63, 79,31» 255,25 
513 REN SHAKE 

DATA 252/240, 192,128, 128,8,0,8,63, 15,3, 1-1,8,8,8,255,255,255, 

521 REM HONE 
520 DATARS, 63 9, 148,83, 255, 51,204,51,204,51,204,255 

58,206, 51,285, 50,206,252 

DATA2S5, 128, 191,191, 191, 191, 128,255,224, 46, 189, 185, 185, 189,46, 224 
DATAL28, 51, 127,206, 206, 127,51) 120,0, 142, 228,63, 63,228, 142.6 
DATA?) 117, 189,191,191, 189, 117,7,255,85, 85,255,255, 85,859,255 
DATA? 126,243,243, 243,243, 126, 7,248.62, 231/231 ,231,231,62/248 
REM TRAFFIC 
DATA 8,8, 0, 153,8,6,8,0,0,0,0,0/0,0,0.0 
REN ROAD LINES 
DATA192, 144,25, 19,21, 11,15,7+3/9, 152,208, 168,208, 248,224,7 
DATAZ24, 192, 224, 176, 48,28,34,0 
REM FROG HOME 
DATA129, 182, 68,94, 94, 6,182, 129, 195,231,126, 36,96, 126,231,195 
REM TURTLE/SPLAT 
DATAQ, 8, 68, 210, 118,238,255, 255, 255,253, 198, 41-52, 68,8,8 
REN GRASS 
DATAG, 151, 146,146,242, 146, 146, 151.0,87.85,65,87,84,84, 116,8,0,24,24,0,24,24 
REN “UP"/"HI" 
DATA6B, 98, 16, 160, 174, 162, 182, 58,56, 10, 162, 162,198, 162, 162,226 
DATAI94, 162, 182, 178, 162, 162, 162,226,254, 162, 168, 184, 168, 160, 162,254 
REN "GAME" 
DATA254, 138, 138, 198, 138, 138, 138,254,28,52, 20,20, 28,28,28,62. 
DATA2S4, 18, 18,254, 168, 168, 162) 254,254, 138, 42, 58,42, 16, 138,254 
DATAGG, 84, 148, 246,20, 28,20, 28, 254, 168, 160,254, 10,18, 138, 254 

3 DATA2S4, 162, 160, 198, 162, 162, 162,254,254, 138,18, 16, 16,18, 18,14 
DATA2S4, 162, 162, 198, 162, 162, 162,254,254, 138, 138, 258, 18,16, 138. 
REM 1234567896 
DATASS, 18, 162, 162, 162, 162, 106,56, 226, 162, 162,84,84,84,48,56 
DATA2S2, 162, 162, 188, 168, 164,162,226 
REN "OVER" 
DATA1Z9, 98. 44, 126. 44,90, 129,8, 128,88,44, 124, 44,88, 128-8, 128,64,32,96,32,64. 

REN TIMER 
DATAI?3, 4, 144,208, 7145, 169,66, 141 
DATA94,3, 120, 169.3, 141,20, 3,88,96, 162.8 
DATR24@, 18,206, 94 % 
DATA76, 21,235, 169. 15,144 
REM SCREEN SPLIT 
DATAIGS: 1,133,251 24,105, 128, 133,252, 162,28, 168,8,177+1,72,208,177)1 

51 DATAL» 200,104,145, 1,136, 177,251,72,200, 177,251, 136. 145.251, 184,28, 145,251 

2,24, 185, 128, 133-252, 162, 28, 168,28, 177, 1,72,28 16 
652_DATAZ26/96, 165, 1.133 

8,177. 
653 DATAL36, 145, 1,208, 164, 145, 1-136, 17 

145, 251 
854 DATAI6, 136,202, 16,224, 
655 PRINT"@" -POKE198, 10: POKES31 » 131°END 

251,72, 206, 177,251,136, 145,251, 184,200, 
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Your job is to guide the frog, 
using cursor keys for left and 
right and A and Z for up and 
down, through the four-lane 
motorway and across the river 
to the frog ponds beyond 

The basic rules are: avoid 
cars, lorries, catseyes, snakes 
and’ yellow ‘frogs; catch cyan 
frogs, logs and turtles. And 
keep moving, otherwise you will 
dehydrate. 

There are seven levels of play. 
The more difficult levels have 
fewer logs and turtles, more 
traffic and faster action. 

Bonuses are awarded for 
landing on cyan frogs (frogs on 
logs), landing next to yellow 
frogs (in ponds) and getting all 
five ponds filled. 

You have five lives and can 
lose them by hitting traffic, 
snakes, river banks at the top, 
yellow frogs, wrapping around 
the screen,’ dehydrating and 
falling into the river. 

Your status is shown on the 
bottom two lines: hi-score, 



as sas 

nd it’s time you 

p e ql Listing 2 — Frog Runner main program 

F i | 

g 3 

N€KE<CHUROVOZEOMS=ZOBMS OED 

BEES) = 

GOSUBS@:GOTO6a 
2 IFZTHENM=PEEK (J+C) :O=PEEK(J> 
3 POKES. 0: POKEJ+C,M: IFJCUTHEN, 
4 POKE2, 30:POKEI.44°S\ 
5 _POKE2, 31 :POKE1» 2:5 

PEEK(J+C) : POKEJ.N:POK 

F: POKE1 , 176:SYSE 
F:POKE1 140: SYSE*O=PEEK(J> :M= 

19: GOSUE49: GOTOI1 

-4:N=10:GOTO$ 1 
Ne11 GOTOLM 

11 POKES, R: I=PEEK(J+0) -K=PEEK(J+0+C) | POKEJ+0.L : POKEJ+0+C, 5: FORT=180T0 
2,T:/NEXT 
42 POKES, Q:POKEJ+C,M:J=J+0:POKEJ, I :POKEJ+C, K=J=J+0:POKEV-2,8:2=1 “Q=PEEK CJ) 

188: POKEY- 

E 

+1 :GOTO1S 
IFG¢8142G0T038 

THENIFOC>S260T03@ 
0=3260T030 

+56 POKEV~2, 150: POKEJ+C, FNAC7? 
GOSUB49: POKEV-2, 8: NEXT 
28 POKES, 33:POKEJ+1,34:POKEJ+22,3 
S:POKEJ+C+23,5: H=Hel 

1 FORT=GT08141STEP~1:POKET. 61 :POKET, 62:POKET, 63 
jB40 : POKEV-2,.8: NEXT 

22 IFWCSTHENJ=8130°2=1 :GOTO33 

POKEJ+23, 36° POKEJ+C,5 *POKEJ+C+1,5:POKEJ+C+22 

POKET, 32'S=5+10: POKEV-2, 13860 

23. IFXSTHENK=K-5 : Wa: FORT=7682T07698STEP4 : POKET 17: POKET+1 - 18 POKET+22, 32 POKE 

34 FORTT=24670140STEP-7: POKEV-2, TT-NEXT:S=S+108: GOSUB40 ‘NEXT “POKEV-2, 6) GOSUESO 
or033 

25 IFYTHENPOKEA. 14°POKER+ 1. 15: POKER+2, 16: Y=0:6 
'91S9THENPOKER, 19: POKEA+1 , 19° ASU 26 POKER, 19: A=Att ‘POKER, 12 °POKEA+ 13° ¥=1-1FA 

27 IFe@ecor 
28 FORT=2T010:FORTT=23TO1S@STEP-T : POKEV-2, TT 'NEXT:S=S+5@4 |GOSUB4G :NEXT : POKEV~2 
a 
29 Q=21\N=3:POKEJ.Q:POKEJ+C.M:GOTO2 
30 POKES, 38:FORT=228701 40STEP-2:POKEV-4, T:POKEV-2, | POKEJ+C, FNAC7) :NEXT * POKEV=4 
B:POKEV-2,0 
32 FORT=1T0400: NEXT :POKEJ,0:POKEJ+C,M:Z=1 *POKES161,PEEK(8161)-1°ME=ME-1 » IFNE=@G 

G=8159:J=8130 
"B124FNAC22) : IFPEEK(T)=21 THENPOKET, 8: POKET+C, 5 
680+ NAC 22) IFPEEK(T)=17THENPOKET 9: POKET+C. 7 

6 GoTO2 
37 IFXC6THENPRINTSPC(18)" STV" / RETURN 
38 IFMCIGTHENPRINT"@ TUV STUY" RETURN 
39 PRINT*KTUUUUY —TUUY  TUUUY" |RETURN 
40 PRINT StOOUIODODOROMODORORMBI"S . RETURN 
41 FORT=8167708172POKET, M:NEXT : FORT=110199:NEXT : RETURN 
42 PRINT*Zimmda GO FOR RUNNER LEVELMG FORT 5) |NEXT 

0 (E646, RNDC1)#7 | GOSUE40 : NEXT * RETURN 
ADT BENS At 17" RETURN 

45 IFXC26THENPRINTAS"H C Mt CNN" RETURN 
46 PRINTAS"ACNMS me RETURN 
47 IFXCLSTHENPRINTAS*"A C Cas ACS 11) RETURN 
42 PRINTAS"@ Jt Mt Bi RETURN 
43 FORT=828T0895 ‘ POKET, PEEK (T-148) : NEXT: RETURN 

SUB42 PRINT “=BSSORSSORSSORSSORSSOR’ 
PRINT*"K CC CONF FORT=1T05: AGT) =O* NEXT 

PRINT "XDBBET Ai 
THENPRINTSPC CFNACS 

ae" 
* a TUUUUUUUULUY" : PRINT" 

i DEFFNACK)=RNDC 

PRINTSPC<FNACIS)) "MATUVTUY" PRINT" RBBBET: 
55 PRINT" 

PRINT*"BSSSSSSSSSS: 
2 NZ’ 

IFSDHTHENH=S. 
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ar eee eS 
vic-20 PROGRAM 

score, lives and moisture left. 
Two features not normally 

found are included for ease of 
play: 
© A carefully timed jump will 
clear any oncoming traffic up to 

Hints on conversion 
Conversion would be difficult 
but not impossible, given the 
control characters, POKE 
numbers and a suitable routine 
for scrolling the screen. The 
POKEs are: 

{646 character (cursor) colour 
36878 volume 
36874-36877 voices 
36869,255 switches in defined 

characters with normal 
characters if reverse text is 
used 

7680-8185 screen locations 
38400-38906 equivalent colour 

locations 
30720 difference between the 

above two 
7168-7679 contain hi-res DATA 
680-747 contain _screen-split 

code during loading 
825-895 contain screen split 

code after loading 
300-393 contain scrolling code 
1-2 contain address of line to be 

serolled 

-CLEAR SCREEN 
CURSOR HOME 

—-CURSOR RIGHT 
CURSOR LEFT 

a 
+ 
i 
Ir 
H----CURSOR DOWN 
ome -CURSOR LIP 
s--NORMAL CHARS 
2 USER CHARS 
. BLACK 
+ WHITE 
M-REDCPOUND SIGN> 
- 

* 
ii- 
&- 
fi 

Your guide to the Commodore 
control characters used in the 
program 

There are many 
hazards to 
face between 
you and your 
frog pond.Peter 
Berrecloth 
has packed a 
lot of features 

two characters long 

© The snake will not notice 
you unless you move, but don’t 
Stay still for too long. Keep an 
eye on the timer. 
As expected, a game such as this 
requires lots of those dreaded 
DATA statements. These are 
included in a separate program 
which must be LOADed first. 

A checksum is included to 
trap errors, but no crashes will 
occur with the first program 
anyway. 

How it works 
main program 

2.3 display frog and scroll is on 
a log or turtle 

45 scroll cars and logs 
6-10 get key pressed 
11-12 frog jump and sound 
13-14 update and check timer 
15-16 check for frog collisions 
17-20 frog home and bonus 

check 
21 bonus for time left 
22-24 check for five frogs home 

‘and increase speed 
25-26 draw snake 
27-29 frog on log collision 
30-32 lose a life routine 
33-36 rest timer and plot 

random frogs 
40 display score 
41 countdown to start 
42-48 alter layout of screen 

depending on level 
49 relocate machine code to 

cassette buffer at 828-895 and 
start up screen-split routine 

$0-58 set up screen and variables 
159-60 game over routine 

The DATA is in three parts: 
user-defined characters, screen 
split and scroll routines. The 
characters are explained so that 
any corruption of graphics can 
be traced. 

After the first program has 
been RUN successfully, SAVE 
it to tape. 

Then type in the second part. 
Do not RUN it yet as line 49 
could cause a fatal crash. 

After entering, this part must 
be SAVEd to tape following the 
first part. Many lines in the 
program must be abbreviated (? 
for PRINT and so on) to enable 
them to be entered. Your 
manual explains the abbrevia- 
tions of keywords. 

If the LOADing is successful, 
GAME OVER will appear. Hit 
any key to start 

I think this game contains 
enough features to keep it 
interesting. The level may. be 
changed by altering X in line 1 
of the main program. Try 50 if 
life is not too hard. 
Look for scores of 

150,000-plus, without cheating. 
Happy frog running. 

Note: continuous RUN/STOP 
restoring of the program will 
cause errors in the machine 
code, so avoid this. 
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Interested in producing your own 
high-resolution screen displays? 

Q@ Pixei~-Pap 
take the hard work out of 

computer graphics. 

Pixel-Pads contain 50 sheets of A3 paper. 
Each sheet has a full screen planner 
showing every high-res and text character 
location, a handy number of user-defined 
graphics grids and, for the Commodore 64, 
each sheet has several sprite character 
grids. 

Additionally, the pads contain a detailed 
summary chart of graphics command 
functions for each micro. 

The Graphics Grid pad is full of 8 x 8 user- 
defined grids to enable you to build up a 
library of pre-defined snappers and aliens! 
Each grid is marked with the relevant 
binary codes. 

You can buy your Pixel-Pads direct by mail 
order from: 

Brown Computing & Co 
29 Sun Street * 

Hitchin 
Herts 

&) 

Pixel-Pads for 
BBC and Electron 
ZX and Spectrum 
Commodore 64 

Graphics Grids 

4.95 each 

2.00 each 

All prices include VAT and 
postage and packing. 

Trade enquiries should be made to: 

Peter Bamford & Co 
10 Barley Mow Passage 

Chiswick 
London W4 4PH 

Phone: 01-994 6477 



Battietank 
32K BBC £7.95 

Superior Software, Dept C, 
Ground Floor, Regent House, 
Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 1AX 
This is the BBC version of the 
well known arcade game Battle- 
zone. The graphics and nearly 
‘colourless display make the game 
look very similar. 

If you've never seen Battlezone 
here’s a description: you are the ashy picture. Reasonable tank gunner and you must seek Pi 
tout and destroy the enemy tanks, Justrostions, and sreasonable 
You view through your periscope | °Veral D.B. 
and find enemy tanks on your i 
radar. On radar the enemy tank instructions 0% 

ars to jump around — this is Playability 
p kterite gad ipteaarrale 758% 

value for money 75% This game could be very good 
if it weren't for the mo 
The areé 
character, making sighting very 
difficult, Unlike the arcade game 

Boris in the 
Underworld 
BBC 32K £7.95 

Superior, Regent House, Skinner 
Lane, Leeds LS7 1AX 

Boris is a funny looking fellow, 
who has had his home raided by 
the creatures of the underworld, 
They steal most of his possess- 
ions, and the unforgiving Boris 
decides to venture underground 
in the hope of retrieving his, 
valuables. 

Boris can move in fou Y] 
directions and has a rapid-fire,” 
laser cannon. A joystick can be J 
lused with the game, which in my 
view aids play. As soon as the 
lgame starts the underworld 
creatures start rushing towards 
you, and you miust start firing 

\ Straight away. This is nothing! 
like a ‘shoot sm out of the sky" 
Jgame, but never the less, the 
fereatures move like those in the 

N@lecendary Space Invaders. The 
sound is identical and the more 

Ss 

foutrun them, When you have| 
you shoot the harder it is to 

hed them all off one of 
Boris's possessions appears on 
the screen, 

In the later stages, indestruct- 
ible discs start appearing on the| 
screen. This considerably slows| 
Jdown the process of killing the| 
jundergrounders. These and the™ » 
fiery walls which close in around 
you make the game almost , 

MB. 

| 
f + 

impossible 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

the enemy is always the same, 
which becomes 
after a while. 

Improvements such as a high 
score -table could improve this 
game, and ft is unusual to find a 
game without one. However, the 
graphics are good and the game 
is testing. I did notice one small 
bug: after losing a life, a flashing 
line. sometimes appears across 
the bottom of the screen. This 
shouldn’t put anyone off. 

Usual superior software cover, 

moves character, by aioli lead 

‘monotonous 

Game for 
some fun? 

Our panel star-rates the latest 
batch of games for the Beeb 

Overdrive 
BBC 32K £7.95 

Superior, Regent House, Skinner 
Lane, Leeds LS7 1AX 

It’s not hard to see from the 
cassette inlay that this game is all 
about motor racing. Never 
having seen a racing game for the 
BBC, and knowing of the high 
standard of Superior Software 
products, I was eagerly looking 
forward to this one. 

On loading, the game begins 
straight away. Your ultimate aim 
is to complete all five stages of 
the race and then take the world 
drivers’ championship. To 
complete each stage you must 
finish in one of the top twelve 
positions, which means over- 
taking about $0 cars. 

Your car is red, and you can 
acelerate, decelerate agd steer 

seaside 

deft and right. 
Judging from 

lightening speeds. 

never 
dodging the odd car. 

Overall I was 
disappointed 

to expect more. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

Well, once again the very old 
theme of Space Invaders hence 
‘no surprises. I must admit there 

. are still plenty who want to play 
this type of arcade game. Just 
recently at a school féte one of 
the most popular items was the 
‘computer games and, significant 
ly, the invader game still seemed 
to be raking in the mone 
suspect the computer is bringing 
respectability to the arcade game . 
tarnished by its association with Playability 80% Needy sraphics 90% value for money 80% 

kkk * 

resorts and 
amusement arcades, 

So, if there’s still money to be 
made they will still be produced. 

‘On with the game itself. This 

the cover I 
expected to be powering around 
bends, and overtaking cars at 

Instead, 1 
found myself driving along a 

ending Roman road, 

extremely’ 
this game. I 

know Superior can 
produced far better than this 
middle-of-the-road_material, if 
you excuse the pun. This is a very 
drab game from a_ software 
company of whom we have come 

Positron 
.. BBC B £6.95 
Micro Power, 8/8a Regent St, 
‘Chapel Allerton, Leeds LS7 4PE 

version is very colourful and 
noisy. You play it from the 
keyboard and it’s very fast. 
There are one or two variations: 
you must hit the mother ship 
after the final wave to be able to 
move on and you have no laser 
defences. This is no great loss, 

Nice attention to detail makes 
this game a very good one. A 
high score table is included to 
record the top eight scores. 
Different invaders have 
imaginative names: *‘Spazmoid”” 
and ‘‘Bumfluff” are two of my 

] favourites. MP. 
instructions 90% 

od 

rs 

Digger 
BBC 32K with 

wy 1.2.0.8. £6.95 
Visions, 1 Felgate Mews, Stud- 
land St, London W6 9JT. 

Your garden is full of pests 
‘which are more interested. in’ 
leating you. than the grass, 
Equipped with a pump you ca 
Kull the pests by giving each one} 
three quick blasts, There are two] 
types of pests, the Red Goggle| 
[Aliens or Footas, which look like 
fan owl, and the Green Dragons} 

PY or Pubars, 
‘i You can tunnel underground, 
abut the pests cannot. The only) 

Hway they can move from tunnel 
to tunnel is by turning into 
ghosts, As the dragon moves} 
faround the tunnels it flashes for| 
1a few seconds before it breathes} 
fire. If itis facing in your 
direction you will die, You can| 
also lose a life if any of the pests| 
Jeatch you. 

From level three onwards eight 
pests appear, and movement is so} 
slow that travelling around the} 
sereen becomes a bore. From| 
then on the difficulty  never| 
changes 

The Keyboard response is 
sometimes terrible: I often had to 
press a key twice before I could 
make my man move. 

Please remember that you can| 
only buy this game if you have a| 
1.2. operating system. BBC} 
‘owners who haven't will not be| 
disappointed as they are not 
missing out on much, M.B. 

has 

instructions 80% | 
65% playabili 40% 
40% graphics 60% | 
50% value for money 50% | 

= 

a 
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a= 
for BBC Micro & Electron 

COMPUTER AGENCIES LIMITED 

29, Sun St., Hitchin,Herts.. SG5 1AT 
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oon to be used regularly and are more 
Dragon It will allow any number of Minitext aye ay gar i 
Cruncher —_2ox2ms:9.be convened on one M1 SZ _—control ‘keys have. several 

foading so tong as you do not 95 Tunctions including underline on 
the shift/cursor up which is very 

Microplot, 19 The Earls Croft, simple. 
Cheylesmore, Coventry CV3SES _ The problem with editing 

BASIC programs is that you 
This is an interesting utility as it cannot test your changes without 
has a dual purpose to fulfil as first. saving, but this is to be 
both a text editor (or small word expected from a word processor. 
processor) and BASIC program Another thing that is difficult to 
Manipulator. It has plenty of get used to is that you don’t need 
commands, in fact probably too 0 press ‘enter’ after typing a 
many to remember. They are line. If you do accidentally press 
mainly activated by pressing the that key during program edi 
‘clear’ key followed by an real problemscan result, D.C, 
alphabetic key with some sort of 

Dragon 32/ RUNG ADEs ECHB AR 

Tandy Colour There are certainly many 
£7.95 programs for cach of the 

Computers which can now ‘be 
Elkan Electronics, 11 Bury New converted and so extend the 
Rd, Prestwich, Manchester M25 range of available software. 
8IZ A simple and effective utility 

that may prove a saviour for the 
This has got to be a mutually Tandy owner who feels increas- 
beneficial program for these two _ ingly isolated. 
computers. They use the same 
6809 chip and this makes it easy instructions 100%% 
to convert BASIC. programs ease of use 100% 
from one to the other, which it display N/A taatons ° instructions 70% 
does quickly -and efficiently. value for money 808 Sea ton taaran cease of tee 80% 
There are only a few reser. centres text, L loads or joins a value for money 70% 
vations, one being that it will [aie Ne ame ames 
ignore “machine code and the 
contents of REM and 
STRINGS” 

file to the one currently in 
memory and J justifies lines, xk kk ok 

There is a command for every 
leer key but some are unlikely 

Sees 
Editor/Reseq Synthesizer 

& Renum TI-99/4A £10 

Dragon 32 
£7.95/£5.95 

IMicroplot, 19 The Earls Croft, 
ICheylesmore, Coventry CV3 SES. 

vp Norton, from Stainless, 10, 
Alstone Rd, Stockport, Cheshire| 
Sk4 SAM 

This program, also available in 
TI BASIC, is'in two parts, The| 
first, quite’ large, program is the 
synthesizer, and the second! 

m cr enables you to play the music 
[created by the first and stored on| 

programming wcities and allow y fanother tape as a series of data 
you to manipulate programs yo files. I don’t know how it 
ave recorded on tape using ‘the? jcompares with the TI module] 

eeaveoomendse Useful utilities are given the which performs a similar task, 
ww but whi 

you w move soa ot once-over by our panel of Zggcant read a note i held my 
to a new position, valuable if you experts erest and taught me a thing of 
like to develop programs in small) two — not very difficult. 

tes ready for Hee a eat set a7 sharps ae Hive! 

"Renum’ can renumber select chosen, tempo, 
rogram lines. [presented with a fairly complex 

RS The full editor has further display consisting of the treble} 

commands, the most useful of| land bass staffs: graphics) 
representing musical notes and Iwhich is ‘Merge’ which will loptions for choosing one of three add 

nd sort another program to the 
ne already in memory. The| notes for the ‘voice’ with which 

eV‘ Delete’ command allows block 
deletion and a line joining shown. A small diagram is also| 
f facility helps to save memory. Autochar File Bercd showing the elf the 

There is a. global search, and TH-99/4A £4.95 characier gives when printed! 
ind’ and Ii J Autochar File is not a game but a *°f0ss the entite screen. 

The reason for reviewing these! 
two programs together is. that 
Reseq/Renum is simply a subset 
lof Editor, These are BASIC 

you will ‘draw’ or play. 
It is possible to. create music| 

using a score which you may 
have bought and to produce| 
most necessary effects — you can 
leven transpose a voice up or 
down. You can play all three| 
voices or any one independently, 
and once edited to your! 
satisfaction using the usual eight 
direction keys, you can store on| 
tape. 

There is more to this program, 
and ft is a very useful utility for 
someone who wants to produce a 
melody but doesn't want the| 
chore of having to learn music in| 
any depth. 

PB. 

‘Additional facilities ‘are that 
char codes may be saved for use| 
at a later date, enabling the user| 
to build an ‘entire library of| 
character codes. 

At £4.95 I think this program 
is invaluable to the programmer 
as a great effort- and time-saving 
device. DB. 

fa ‘Copy’ facility to save retyping| 
jcommonly used lines. 

Its biggest failing by far is that 
lyou. cannot run the program 
whilst editing it. You must first 
save to cassette and then reload 
to test your alterations. 

T cannot really see why anyone, 
would buy the subset tape unless! 
hey need the extra memory it 
eaves (just over 1K). D.C. 

2 valuable programming. aid for those who. would like to devise 
their own games but are put off 
by the work involved in setting Up araphies characters 

On loading this program a box is depicted on sereen with a black square. in. it. By ‘using the direction key, you. Ganmave 
round in the box and print the ae ma 
Square by pressing the number instruction 4 
one. key. if an- alteration is Sto! 00% structions 0% baby stay a required a square may be deleted ease of use 70% value for mor % Wain tor nibber by pressing the number zero key. ¥alue for money 2 

og] In this way characters may be J ars instructions 100% 
CUBA buik up and when the desired ease of use 90% 
Abyss achieved you simply display 958 

press enter and the char code is value for money 80%] 
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TURTLE SOFTWARE 

himstock, OxF0RD, 027 204 

For Your Spectrum For Your Spectrum 

‘The Punters Computer Program 
COURSEWINNER allows 
oemputer to get the 

information on all English and Se 
The ten leading jockeys and trainers, and el 
draw is detailed for ea! 

This information can be the screen a any tame 
(© The program analyses these factors combined withthe results, 

of the last three outings, starting pice and weight carried 
/OURSEWINNER is 

Price £12.50 all inclusive imMEDIATE DISPATCH RETURN OF POST 
Available for 
SPECTRUM 48K), BBC(B), COMMODORE6#, DRAGON, APPLE tle, ATARI 48K. 

POOLSWINNER 
‘The Ultimate Pools Prediction Program 
(© POOLSWINNER is the most sophisticated pools prediction F 

aid ever produced. It comes complete with its own massive 
database 
Can be used for Scoredraws, Draws, Aways and Homes. 

(© The database contains over 20000 matches (10 years league 
football). It updates automatically as results come in 

(© The precise prediction formula can be set by the user. This 
allows development of your own unique method 

(© Package is complete with program, database and detailed 
instruction booklet. 

Price £15.00 all inclusive immepisre pispaTcH RETURN OF PosT 
‘Available fr: SPECTRUM (48K), ZXBI (16K), BBC (B), COMMODORE 64, DRAGON, 
APPLE Ile, ATARI (8K 

Avalabl rom dealers oe dizet return of ent fro 

ont 5 
a SOFTWARE 

37 Councillor Lane, Cheadle, Cheshire. Phone: 061-428 7425 

A.J. DENNING 
(DUPLICATORS) 

QUALITY CONTROLLED CASSETTE DUPLICATING 
QUALITY & SERVICE AT COMPETITIVE RATES 

QUALITY 
Constant Stringent checks Made Throughout 

Production. 

SERVICE 
Despatched Normally Within 10 Days From Receipt 

Of Master. 

PRICE 
C10 From 28p Including Case. 
C15 From 31p Including Case. 

CONTACT US NOW FOR YOUR PERSONAL QUOTATION. 

DENNING (DUPLICATORS) 
19 The Crescent, 

Henleaze, 
Bristol. 

BS9 4RW Tel (0272) 623267 

39,300 
is the score to beat in the 

LASERWARP 
Hall of Fame 
The latest high scorers: 
J. Li, of Sale, Cheshire: 39,300 
|. Lussman, of Nailsea, Avon: 24,425 
A. Hayward, of Bracknell, Berks: 23,380 

Can you beat them? Mikro-Gen are giving £100 each 
month, every month, to the top Laserwarp score. Buy 
Laserwarp and sendin your coded verifiable high score. 

MIKA GSGEN 
44 The Broadway, Bracknell Berks RG12 1AG (0344 427317) 
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1 FEM 00s LITTLE PROFESSOR TN FILE 

iTyenRacSDSACC12)°LITTLE PROFESSOR” 
re} en TO" 

Prlnrcten i? Sec) “GeNennTE 
Peiwtcreati? erccas-For.  WI-SESOLUTION. fad SPRITE" 

Pea cemMBMICS, SCREEN “MEMORY MAFF 
3) 2prenine Cobe Rout iNe FoR SCREEN™ 

eee rin CPeoceeet SPE TUORDING «evens WC SAVE ROUTINE? 
Pit) 2 FERS cqyessrrenemnir eee IN DATA AT LIME MRGER “INTLT/A6) st0P 
3 ipnostteeusessomet mn Tatel, sumesumen OOTaDe 
% ieSinctetscont Sssmenesistecamon IN DAN STATENENT |)+\STOP 
SE pepwtogg:resyarcca)CONNO wove» MIRED GWORETER SET” 

Anon Tene (RDDESSTHENPRINT-ERROE IM DATA AT LINE MIBER “INTC /I6D42¢196/STOP 
Woeseoceseneoet am Teter sumsured GOTOMe. 

Spuimenepin=eheoR In DATA STATEMENT, 11" STOP 
SACOnDING ness SPRITE CHRMPCTER SET™ 

5 roron Be Tee ass meeepi-ersoe 10 DATA AT LINE yaRER “INTCT16002+996' ST" 
Mealeeton Tatet -sumesiston, GOTO 
ToScTeeneR Int “ERROR TN DAT STATEMENT. |1*)STOP 

SEDSPCLSSUONDING sesesens SCREEN PENORY MP 
S Tease = Bo TEAee ca sessTHENeRINT*ERROR IN DATA AT LINE MINDER °1NTCT/16)420600 STOP 

PigieieeacaeT n Tote supeslten COTO, 
3b TeSincheseceoer siesaTseee int -eROR Ih BATH STATONENT (+ STOP 

TpCtSTUORDING. seesess SUREEN TV ROUTINE? 

SoSSSTHENERINT ERROR IN DATA. AT LIME MAMER | ENTCT/A6) 
SE meSiidieaesesrseten pares. sunestren woroes. 
& TSincStenceveastrenes int came In Denn STATEMENT |= STOP 

Srarccas= mo val uion 10 sare ECA) 

my 

ik HE araues.43, 133.87. 165-44, 132.96.165.48, 192,09. 165.46, 199.50 
HHS Barese’s53: 174; S2: 59:95 35, aers ed, 16, 20-139, 43.165,21 139 
H3B anne 3-253: 184.2: 190-73, 32, S47: t8a, 169,20, 139,45, 165,21 
1B patntsd 6) 2.255. Tessar sigsred. 165.00. 155048 

Burnie ao: oa 

15a REN wee OFSRCTER SET DATA one 
i 2 Barais2 Hie bares He oammess 

igo tammoai 0.0.0 182 Bronte, es: 



How it works: 
Data File 

14 screen and border black 
16-28 text for data file 
30-40 DATA entry for m/c 

routine to. save completed 
Program (this routine can be 

for your own use to save 
m/c files) 

42-52 DATA for hi-res character 
set 

54-64 DATA for sprite graphics 
66-16 DATA for screen memory 

map 
78-88 DATA entry for 

routines 
90-92 check for keyboard entry’ 
94 clear screen 
96 check for 'N’ 
9% m/c routne to save as a file 

ween locations 32768 and 
37887 inclusive 

100 m/c routine to save as a file 
between locations 38912 and 
39361 inclusive 

102 m/c routine to display on 
the screen the working page 
for the main program 

404 check for keyboard entry 108 cold start 

m/c 

‘The program is entered in 
two parts: 

Part 1 PROFF DATA FILE 
(slave) 

the basic “boot" 

code routines which are 
yporarily D A! a file at 

apela that the data is correct as 
missed comma can make all 
the difference. Error trapping 
routines are provided where the 
mistake occurred. 

SYS 64738 will cold 
erase $0 SAVE first. You have 

warned! 

Part 2 MAIN PROGRAM 
(master) 

This provides the working 

the hi-res 
section of the completed 
program by loading 
‘screen and machine code at the 

start. ce of the program 
must be Typed in correctly and 
saved. 
No attempt must be made at 

this stage to run this part of the 
program unless the 
FILE (slave) has 

rered and ran, 

DATA 
been 

previously ent« 
Having entered both parts of 

the program all that remains to 
be done is combine the two into 
one working routine 

‘Use the following procedure: 

@ Ensure that the MASTER 
tape which contains the main 
program is fully re-wound 

@ LOAD proff date file 
(slave) into memory 

© Verify master tape to 
establish end of MA\ 
PROGRAM 

IN 

RUN proff data fle (save) 
and when prompted to SAV: 
press Y and the m/e section will 
now be LOADed onto the 
master tape to produce the 
completed copy 
@ When completed self 
LOAD by using the SHIFT and 
RUN/STOP keys together. 

to Ken 
South 

this 

Acknowledgements 
Picton, of Maesteg, 
Wales, for checking 
program through. 
© The Little Professor is a 
registered trademark of Texas 
Instruments. Permission for 
puication ‘of this mark has 

‘obtained, but there is no 
connection between Texas 
Instruments and the program 
printed here. No rights are 
implied for further use of the 
trademark in any progam 
wi may subsequent 
published. 

Variables 
‘A counter to enter files from 

tape 
K number of keyboard entries 
T general counter 
CA number of correct answers 
CL number of figures in correct 

answer | 
LL length of line indicates size 

of answer 
OP function selected 
QA number of questions 

answered 
QT answer to question set 
| OX, QY random values to first, 

Second parts of question 
| RP repeat counter 
| SL range of random number 
SL skill level 
SU sum of question by user 
SA screen address 
SI, S2 character stores 

| VR use in multiplication and 
division 

WR number of wrong answers 
$ home, cursor down * 
Re cue icoeaicen 
NS(x) string to” print number 

between 0 and 9 
| KEYS keyboard entry 
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— 
: 964 DOTALS, 14,14, 14-14, 14,18,14,14,14.14,14-0,0.0.8 

See Danes’ 254,350. 2 8 132" 192-192 
See Damage, 29,2828 35200:0:8 
Bre mniesi. sa. 258 ise. 132.192 

2 372 DanRg30, 290.2 50,200,254 
2 : gig ananaee 

250: 2ee 208 ise: 199: 130. Braids is. t4, 48 Beal dee. 6-8 ‘Datmo.6/0,0678 ances, 255,208, 2 255.255, 255; 
mare 
en SPRITE bath 
DAIRSE.0,0.96,0.0.96.0.0,96.24,24,96.28-28-96 Eninas, 24,360,126: 9670. 126.98: 0, 42696, 26.24/ 96.36 
Dntned,2¢,$6,24,96, 24, 24,9¢,24,24,96,26, 24,96. 24.24 Patae. 24:24 36. 24,24, 26,60,14, 1360, 4726.60, 14.8 ‘BatM@-0:0;0,0.0,0,0-0,24,46.0.24,36.0,24 ans, 126, 24:60, 26, 24:600 128,24, 60,24, 24,102, 24,26 Entnios, 24-24, 103, 24,54, 126-24. 24426224, as, 24.2 Dntnes, 24:56 24,4, 96-14 ,60-00.18,60:60, 18,60, 0-0 eo. 
BRIN 24,0,0: 124.0, 0,124, 0,0,102,0.0,182.0,0, 102 8.0.0 
Banoso, 102,134; 40, 03:24, eb, 402, 324.60, i24, 102,192. 124,102 0.103 
Bntntos, Lot, 102: 102/96, 6,102, 96,56; 102, 56,36, 102, 96,96, 182 a batng. 0.0.0 
Dntnae.de; 102,24, 96, 102,96, 96, 60,96, 96,60, 56° 96-60°0 Ee Batmo.0.0.0.8°0, 
Bathe: 0/0;0,0,0-0-0/0.14,0,0"14"0,0, 19 bain. 8.8:0, 
Ditno, 0, 2460, 62"24°60.¢2, 24,60, 63,62, 102,96.62, 102 Entnaé. 63,102, 94,24. 126.60, 24, 125,60, 24) 1268.24, 96.6 
ined, Se:¢1 24,946.24, 60,60, 24-60,60-24,60.60;0, Enno: 0-0,0,0-0;0,0,0;0;0,0-0,0.0.0. DATeo, 2,60, 124-€2:60, 124,62 60,124.96, 192,102, 96,182 
Bavaban, 5,102 185° 6. 10a" 86-0, 180. sere 180s giao 
Inthe: 162: 50+, 103,50, 124:0,5e, 124,60,96. 128.60, 96.0 
TAINO, 0:0,0,0-0,0-0:0.0.0:0.0:0.0.0 hing, 24,00, 54, 96:0, 24 96:0" 24, 96,8.24. 96.0 
Batnads tat. 1 feraae gist 76-28, 100.176, 28, 109,176.24. 108.240,28 
Datnige, 240,24, 120,96, 91, 120,96, 31-1.192-0,1-192°8.0 Bate, 6; 0:0/0;6.0,0°0.0.0,020-0:0.0 Dana, 14; 0-02 14:0-0, 272070027. 0.0.27, Brng?, 109,126, 91, 109,128, Batre, 48,3782, 284,27, 
Batra: 0,0°0,0-0,0-0.0.0-0. Dano, 0,0:0; 0,119; 192,0 Bani 921219, 46, 150 Batnao 208,215,121 291.219.424.251 -219,0.0,0,0:0.0.6 
DatRo:0-80°0-0/0-0,0-0-0°0-0:0.0.0 Batno; 09:0, 9:8.0.8,0,0;8;0/0:0.0°8 Fano: 8:0:0,0/0;0,0;0.0/93: iad. 99.96, 96 
Datnad, de, 96010120, 96 127-96, 96,119,696, 99,126, 126.0 
Eateg,0,0,0°0-0/0:0"0°0/0-0.8:0-0.0 DATRO:,0;0,0,0;0/0°0,0;0,0.8:0,0.8 BIRO: 0,0,0,0,0:0,0.0. Sore, 0.108 
Bato 6, 18856-0165 260,160,248 10106, 0.120,8 

9;0,0,0:0,0:0.0.0.0 8,0;0,0;60, 102: i3er102. 116,96 Ogeibes ae, ia), 102, 118, 96-182: 182, 96.60, 102, 126.0 
DATAO,9,0,0,0/620,0.0:0-0:99,0, 0.99.0, DATMO: 99,000: i09.6200127+0-0,119/0.0.99.0.0 BATMe, 070,60, 0,0,0:0.0"0, 126124102, 387182210 
Bre, 0:0:6- 0.0 e 92 138,182 
PRIAtOe, oe, 184; 10a: Yat. 10, 02118, 106, {02,102 182,68, 102,0.8 
Timo 0, 0;0,0,0,0,0;0,0,0,24.60.0,60, 102 Enno, 162, 96-0" 126: 110-0" 102, 10210 182, 102,0,102,60,0 
DATAG,0,0;0/ 0.0.0.0, 0,60,0,0, 102,00. Pine, 9:110-0,0,102,0-07182,6-0,60.0.0,0:0 
Fe eae ace e taeige, a 110: 108 26,12. 10 
Tatad,0,0:0,0,0,0,0-0.0.6040°0,108,102°0, 
BaIMs ei0s orovorst: toe, eb-c0- 116102 
@ Danna, 130,96, ines 26-60. i02- 110.6, 402, 102-192-102. 162.60.0 

Ban 80000, 0,0; 18414138 10 

Bai 120:60, 108, 100, ia: 102182.102 102106, 108,182, 120,120.8 
0.08.08 80:0/0.0.8 

Erg: 0,0:0. Erne, 0:0.0. 
Paeos9,0,9. Dateo:0,0:8. 
Batre, 0,0,0, Batre toe 
BaThO,0, 0-0 0.00.00 
TAR 0/9:0;0:0;8;0;0,

0; 199,251. 195.97, 194.39 FT 08000 Boe s8 tide tar SP. te 19e, 190. 196-162.0 
BATRG.0:010°0.010.0,0-0-0:0.0.0-0.0 

1.392 

bao, 2-76, 66,152 Aah tiaeestsi 
aber teesese tat 

Here’s proof for the family 
a our computer doesn’ 

all its time on games. 

- for a Alle Commodore 64 uses 
- Sophisticated graphics to ask 

arithmetic questions 

eit, 1e0. 280: 152, 159,240,200, 230-224 
eg: sich 23-208 14h 2,900,302 

tS Satna, ta 66,159.96, 234,304,204, 290.2 Eetnass 6160 16h 288,173 thee Sak dear ira. as ger iat 
Darmess.o. 13, sete ta), 11.296 141,19, 200, 241 {Pa 
Bareiaessat.aé,aee,iai-45/200,is1-46,200-i73-3.148/ 14120-2088 
Bamnoeect 

me Ronee SOT ING WEEKLY 15 May 1984 



Little Professor main program 
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SPECTRUM 
Landspeed by 
jan Andrews 

REM SAVE "landspeed": REM 12/4/84 Ian Andrews 
RANDOMIZE 
BRIGHT @: PAPER 7: CLS 
INK 2: PAPER 6: OVER @: BRIGHT @: BORDER 7: FLASH @ 
INPUT" 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT * 
PRINT 
PRINT “ 
PRINT * 
PRINT 
PRINT AT 13,8; FLASH 1; "BREAK 
PRINT FLASH 1; "LAND SPEED RECORD. 
REM Set Graphics ABCDE 
DATA @, 68,126, 126,126, 126,60,0 
DATA 72,72472y72,79 
DATA 60,31 35,207,255, 126,60 
DATA @,0,2% 355,255,0,0 
FOR x=@ TO 245 
IF «220 THEN PLOT INK 74x-19,5 
PLOT INK 63x45 
PLOT xe1,St DRAM INK 152.8 
NEXT 

How it works 
25-45 title page 
65.70 graphics character daa ist 
100-130 POKE. data 
227-420 instructions oY 
500-850 drawing view from 
20051065 rawing thermometer 
1080-1090 se concltions vari 

ib 
ross. print in track condi- 

AL 1H6S elemessage ‘< r 
80-1540 draw faci 

2007 preparations for 
‘whine’? ete i 

4000-4200 crash routine 
5000-5030 finish results routine 
5035-5120 records and drivers of 

the past 
'$130-5180 national anthem 
9990-9997 returning routine 

FOR n=@ TO 39 
READ data 
POKE USR “A*+n,data 
NEXT 9 
INK 4: PAPER @1 OVER @: BRIGHT @: BORDER @: FLASH 
REM Instructions 
PRINT AT @,9) INVERSE 11" LANDSPEED " 

You are at the controls of” 
“the Fastest land vehicle ever." 
“phead is the cleared track,” 
"the Front of your car, and 
“the distant horizon.” 
“First you see the day’s weather” 

| etc. You can choose to run Today* 
“or the next, but remeaber your’ 
“Sponsors have limited finance '* 

| ess lyecaect shikai 

“Two Lights 
nthe Timing a 
“Your Speed is shown at the end." 
INVERSE 15" Press any key to Start * 

e 



ROGRAMS 

REM Screen Prawing 
BORDER. 3 
PAPER Si CLS 
PAPER 71 FOR j=9 TO 13 
PRINT AT 3,01" 

‘bonnet 
‘4 

Variables jet 10.19 
f final average speed (mph) 

velocity (mph) 
@ distance travelled (mites) 
t time (hours) 
day day number 
w cross wind (knots) 
h temperature (°C) 1/18 TO PI/2 STEP 
ss speed of sound (mph) Ler i=3@ecos (a) 
¥ engine power factor LET j@380SIN (a) 
spon limit on day before Tele- PLOT 48,62 

message DRAW i) 
x, ¥_ speedometer needle coords DRAW ~(4@+S@6COS (a)),12 
Nb,xa,ete track lines x coordin- NEXT a 

ates REM horizon 
yo,yrsete track lines y coordin- INK 4 

‘ates FOR 1=72 TO 254 STEP 2 
eta sien Ting LET J=RND® (1/108) *ABS (SIN ((4+50) /50))#5 

H1,i2,j2 screen drawing PLOT 1,104 
Variables 
a angle in radians PLOT i+1,104 DRAW @, 5 

NEXT 4 
It’s a dog’s life oo 
by Andrew Bird FOR a=@ TO PI/2 STEP .@2 Foe scaliDleLa Rat 

oe eae ma ames eae Ma real stact fa Theck cont a i oe ee 
pe ae ae ra) iota 
mae 
rea Aaa sei Si alae shies Sa 

1-90 sets up variables (skill level PLOT 108,5@: DRAW @,-20 Mh man ie cee 
100-190 draws game PAPER 4 
200-370 cat movements (main PRINT AT 5,105" = 

seni? doe movement part socal ar se 
700-740 turns cat back PRERR, 78 TMS. ws 
7000-7030 instructions PRINT AT 15,20;"CEGEG": REM G 

8000-8550 music (how much is PRINT AT 14,18) aera that doe) and wha nex Sr Rr er at ieee 
9000-9090 graphic REM Conditions Variables 

ie 
a ee 

dS0Sz8 dog on screen 
Dim a 20 dustbin po: 
Dim b duplicate dust 

‘ator 
© vertical cat position 

data for dustbin FOR 51 
t which dustbin pala 
mm counter PRINT AT 14,8; INVERSE 1; "TELENESSAGE™ 

FOR n=1 To 25 
BEEP INT (RND#2+1)/15,35 
NEXT 
INK 1 PAPER 6: PRINT AT 14,05 
FOR 3=14 TO 21 



SPECTRUM PROGRAMS 

pent» sat 
PRINT TAB 53 "MUST RUN TODAY” Sieisnceee 

PRINT 4810 PAPER 6: INK 2: BRIGHT 1: FLi 

PauNt Tae saymowcomy sevacesy, | Saas pha Sr ISP ehlataT aO4 tn r Pos fo 
60 To 1200 - ae fasted pul 16,5; "BECAUSE YOUR CAR LEFT’ 

62 Tacrsteys Ten 90 70 1208 sea PrNUAT 47 a) ie Bae 1 
pA ais THEN 60 TO 1662 414@ PRINT AT 16,5; "BECAUSE YOUR CAR EXCEEDED" 
PAPER 3 415@ PRINT AT 17,51" THE SPEED OF SOUND’ 

FoR je2i 70 14 STEP ‘ies next raat at Jeers tise ruasn”s 
PRINT AT 15,04 INK 6) "istitkr™ 
PRINT AT 17,Q5 INK 6} "2ndMkr™ 
REM clock 
LET n=-2 510 BORDER 5: PAPER S: INK @: BRIGHT 1 
INK 6 520 PRINT AT 15,2;"YOUR AVERAGE SPEED OVER THE 
FOR anPIe4/3 TO -PI/S STEP -PI/S | S@3@ PRINT AT 16,25 "FLYING MILE WAS “;INT (¥/.01)*.01;" MPH" 
LET nane2 SO35 REM Past Records 
LET is1e+4ecos o S040 IF #>3O1.13 THEN PRINT AT 18,0; "WHICH EXCEEDS: 
LET Je21-(4e4eSIN a) S058 IF #>3@1.13 THEN PRINT AT 19,2;"3O1.13mph -M.Campbell (GB)* 
PRINT AT 3,isn S060 IF #>369.74 THEN PRINT AT 19,25 "369. 74mph -J.Cobb (GB) 
NEXT @ 5070 IF #>403.1 THEN PRINT AT 19,2; "403, 1@qph -D.Campbell (GB)" 
CIRCLE 130,35,26 S80 IF #2576.55 THEN PRINT AT 19,23"576.S5mph -A.Arfons (USA) " 
PLOT 130,35 5090 IF 2602.68 THEN PRINT AT 19,23" -C. Breedlove (USA)" 
DRAW 25408 4.189,258SIN 4.189 5100 1F #>622.4 THEN PRINT AT 19, G.Gabelich (USA) 
PRINT AT 17,16) ENG Si@5 IF #<633.468 THEN GO TO 9999 
PRINT AT 17,251 5110 PRINT AT 19,2;"633.468mph -R.Noble (GB) 
PRINT AT 19,254 "mph 5138 RESTORE 5140 
REM Whine S14@ DATA 7.647.649. 646.9570 5 9e Oy 11 Oy 1126412664 116959455 70649264 
FOR n=25 TO 35 STEP 7.6y6647-647. 647-6 
DEEP 1/1008. 5158 FOR n=i To 18 
NEXT 9 5160 READ @ 
PRINT £05 FLASH 1; "MAX RPM" 5170 BEEP d-INT d,INT o 

125+ LET xlos@: LET ylo@: LET xro=@: L 
LET tee LET 

PAPER 7 

IF _INKEYS="p" THEN LET xamxatn/7 
LET yramxat (wen) /1 
IF ddes THEN BEEP .3,-3O: BEEP .1,69: BEEP .5,-30: GO TO 4000 
REM Track Lines 
PAPER 41 INK 4 
LET x19(25-xa) #165, 
LET xre(225-xa) #1.5 
IF x1>135 THEN GO TO 4000 
IF _xr¢i15 THEN GO TO 4000 
LET yre-22 LET yl=-22 
TF xk6=22 THEN LET yle—(42-((7B=x1)/(125-n1) #42) )2 LET x1s=-46 
IF 41>22 THEN LET xIe=-((125-x1) #20742) 
IF xr>=257 THEN LET yr=-42¢ (420 (xr~255) /255): LET xre=i3@ 
TP xr<=285 THEN LET xrs=((xr-125)#20/42) 
PLOT 125,10! 
DRAW OVER 1)x1o,ylo 
PLOT 125,104 
DRAM OVER 1)xro,yro 
PLOT 125,104 
DRAW x1myyl 
PLOT 125,104 
DRAW xray yr 
LET xlowxls: LET xromxre: 
LET ylomyli LET yrosyr 
LET tet+. e001 
LET d=caet) 
PRINT AT 16,25) INK 6} PAPER 1pINT (3/1) #1 
PRINT AT 168,25) INK 6; PAPER 1pINT (8/1) #1 
IF d<S THEN’ GO TO 2650 
REM Timing 
IF d<6 THEN LET fo 
IF d>6 THEN PRINT AT 15,6; INK 75 BRIGHT 1;"8": REM G 
IF d>6 AND d<7 THEN LET f= (448) /2 
IF d>7 THEN PRINT AT 17,6; INK 75 BRIGHT 1;"5": REM G 
IF d>7.2 THEN PRINT AT 21,0; FLASH 1; INK 2) "BRAKE CHUTE AWAY" 
IF d>7.5 THEN GO TO 590 
IF INKEYS="0" THEN GO TO 3010 
G0 To 2828 
REM Accelerate 
PAPER 31 INK & 
LET nene2r LET 
LET tet+. e001 PLOT 130,35 9998 PRINT £85 "Press C to Restart" 
DRAW OVER 1)x0,yo) 9991 INK 1 PLOT 125,104: DRAW OVER 1;x1o,y1o 
LET x*230COS' (4. 189" (1-s/900)) 9992 PLOT 125,104: DRAW OVER 1;xro,yro 
LET ye23eGIN (4.1898 (1-5 /8@0) ) 9993 IF INKEYS="c" THEN GO TO 86@ 
PLOT 138,35 9994 IF cra=i THEN BEEP .5,15: BEEP . 
DRAW x yy 9997 GO TO 9993 

VeSOR (n+. 0001) $160 NEXT 9 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAMS 

Listing for It’s a dog's life 

REM ITS A DOGS LIFE 
LET m=o 
GO SUB 7000 
INPUT AT 21,5; "SKILL LEVEL 1 - 3 ? “;level 
IF level<1 OR level>3 THEN 60 TO 1@ 
LET x=18-levelt LET y=29: LET fish=@: LET bones=@ 
LET dse"CO"r LET of="GH": LET g#e"KL 
IF m=a@ THEN PRINT AT 1,10; "Please Wait. 
DIM a(2@): DIM b(2@) 
FOR =1 TO 2: READ a: LET a(f)=s: NEXT ¢ 
DATA 142444557 )8,10, 11,13, 14, 16,17,19,28,22,23,: 
IF ma@'THEN "GO SUB‘ 9200 
REM Draw Set 
BORDER 6: PAPER 6: CLS 
PRINT AT @,61 INK 2;"ITS A DOGS LIFE."sAT 1,1 INK @;"Bones":AT 3, 

PRINT AT 2,24) PAPER 7) "Dustbin"sAT 3,24)" Alley 
14@ PLOT 19@,142: DRAW 2,18: DRAW 68,@: DRAW @,-18: DRAW ~ 

RAW 2,91 PLOT 222,132: DRAW 2,9 
15@ FOR #=6 TO @ PRINT AT #,@) PAPER S; BRIGHT 1; 

"y NEXT ¢ 
168 FOR f=6 TO 6: FOR nei 

e 
XT_nt_NEXT # 
178 FOR #=8 TO 224 STEP 24: PLOT #,104: DRAW @,23: DRAW 15,0: DRAW @,-23: DRAW 

PLOT #,1271 DRAW 15,0,-21 PLOT 44,186: DRAW @,16: PLOT +8, 105: DRAW Qy1 
@t PLOT #+12,1061 DRAW @, 181 NEXT ¥ 
18@ PRINT AT 21,0; INK 3;"SESsesessese5 
199 PAUSE SO 
200 REN Cat Movements 
210 FOR n=i TO 28 
220 LET emit 
230 LET teINT (RND*2@)+11 IF bit)=1 THEN GO TO 238 
240 LET bity=t 
25@ PRINT AT cya(t)s INK Os "NPAT cmt ,ait)s "1 

IF ATTR (eri ,a(t))=5@ THEN GO TO 788 
270 BEEP .21,-10 
280 IF c>19 THEN PRINT AT 18,a(t);" “AT 19. 

€ 
T fishefianel: PRINT AT 4,1+¢i8h) INK 1;"B"1 GO TO 320 
290 LET cmc*RND 
328 GO SUB 400 
310 IF c<2@ THEN GO TO 258 
320 NEXT 
330 IF fish=bones THEN FOR f=1@ TO 201 PRINT AT #,@) INK RND#G; PAPER 75 

17S A DRAW 1 BEEP .@5,fe2: BEEP .@3,¢e1.75: PAUSE St NEXT ¢ 
IF fish<bones THEN GO SUB S20e 
IF fish>bones THEN GO SUB 8S@@ 
PAUSE "2081 CLE + PRINT AT 21,1@) "ANOTHER GO 7" 
RESTORE + GO TO 10 
REM Dog Movement 
IF INKEYS="" THEN PRINT AT x,y} INK 2;d8;AT xl, yigs 
IF INKEY$="@" THEN GO SUB S02 
IF_INKEYS="5" THEN GO SUB 600 
BEEP _RND/10,-30 
PRINT AT xyy1 INK 21d8;AT x+1,yi 98 
RETURN 
LET d#="BO": LET ose" ER": LET g@=" Zw! 
LET yayelt IF y>3@ THEN LET yay-t 
PRINT AT xyy-15" "SAT x#1qy-1s" “SAT xvi INK 258;AT «+1 ,yrof 
RETURN 
LET dse"CO": LET ose"@t": LET g#="Ku 
LET yay-it IF y<@ THEN -LET yayet 
PRINT AT xy#2}" “PAT xe ,y#25" “SAT xyys INK 2:083AT x+1,yro8 

8: PLOT 217,1 

TO 3@ STEP Si PRINT AT #ynp INK 6; °MISAT #,315 "MI: N 

ssasessesesssssss2s 

T e-2,aitys 

(Ody INK Op" Q"FAT 2B,actg"EPs L 

+11 PRINT AT 2,1¢bones; INK 75"o 
PRINT AT cya(t)y 
FOR ¢=c-2 TO 9 STEP it PRINT AT #,a(t); INK Q)°t"sAT fo1,actrs"nsAT 

SAT xsyp INK 2308: BEEP .@1,f03: NEXT ¢ 
PRINT AT Li,act)y" "JAT 18,aCt)s" “ZAT Facts NEXT 
60 To 338 
BORDER 71 PAPER 7: INK 1: CLS 
PRINT AT @,6) INK 2)"ITS A DOGS LIFE.";AT 1,5; "—— 
PRINT AT 2:8)" Rex the Red Setter has been” "having # busy time just Lat 

His owner has promised him bone for every cat he can keep off 
wall-"' "The cats on the other hand"° “should they reach the wall 
Chance to eat the fish they" “have pinched out of the dustbin 

CONTROLS 8 
- Press any key to play 

7@6@ PAUSE @: CLS + RETURN 
@oee BEEP .5,13: BEEP .3,18: BEEP 3,131 BEEP .3,10: BEEF 15,6 
@@1@ BEEP 11,15: BEEP 11,13: BEEP 1,1: BEEP 13,13: BEEP 16,6 
8828 PAUSE SO: RETURN ¢ 
850 BEEP .4,171 BEEP .4,13: BEEP .1,1@: PAUSE 2: BEEP .1,1@: PAUSE 2: BEEP 4,15 
+ PAUSE 28 a 
€51@ BEEP .4,17: BEEP 11,15: BEEP .1,17: PAUSE 2: BEEP .1,15: REEF .6,17: BEEP 
4,15 
@55@ PAUSE Se: RETURN 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAMS 
FOR #9144 TO 162: FOR n=@ TO 7: READ a: POKE 

9010 DATA @,0,0,0,2,0,0,31,34,34,28,28,28,62,119, 
9928 DATA 0,0,0,0,2,0,0,245,127,159,155,40,37,, 
9O3@ DATA 7,7,15,20,19,32,32, 96,254,249, 217, 
516,28 
9O40 DATA 224,224,224 ,32,22,32,32,48,7,7575444,454, 
9052 DATA 14,25,61,60,60,60,62,60,24 65 
9860 DATA 140,140,158, 158,191 ,191,125,1 

239,239,239 ,8,254,254,25 
9090 LET m=i: RETURN 

0 

29, 13: 

£0,98,40,90, 19: 
4,240, 

R(CHRS +4)4n,a2 NEXT nt NEX 

168,68 
16 

6 y40,56,1 8,71 
+240,40,200,4,4,5 
7,159, 3164,167,33,96, 

w Ver 
20. computers WN 

have been talking back to WN 
Their owners for quite some time. Now, 
Commodore 64 users can have that same 
pleasure too—by getting an ADMAN 
SPEECH SYNTHESISER! It’s word power 
is endless as there is no set vocabulary. Yet 
operation is simple. The 64 elements of 
English speech are pre-programmed to let you 
put your words together as soon as you switch 
on, Just imagine....you'll be able to program your 
‘own adventure games with charac 
actually talk, Many leading softwa 
now developing programs that are compatible 
with the Adman 64 Speech Synthesiser. 
First releases are: 
Twin Kingdom Valley (Bug—Byte) Attack— 
‘Attack (Voyager) 3D Silicon Fish (Thor 
Computor Software) 

For Vie 20 users there are also 
8k and 16k RAM PACKS and 
a PORT EXPANSION — agman 
MOTHERBOARD, good computer shops. For futh 

ot take a lead from Prices around: 
8k Ram Pack . 
16k Ram Pack 
Motherboard, 
Speech Synthesiser 

it! See you local dealer or si 
£2995 coupor 
£39.95 

+ £19.95 
£49.95 

Dept. C, Adman Electronics Ltd., Ripon Way. 
Harrogate, N. Yorks, HG1 2AU. Tel. 0621 740972 

Adman Electronics Ltd. is a member of the Adam Leisure Group PLC 
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SPECIAL OFFER 
POPULAR GAMES FOR ONLY 

£3.99 each 
2x81 TLS9I4A vic-20 DRAGON 

Admiral Graff | Tank Battle | Micropoly | Searchword 
Spee House of Bugs 
Baron ‘Special Mission 

Dungeons of Doom| 

SEND CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TO 

TEMPTATION SOFTWARE LTD 

27 CINQUE PORT ST, RYE, EAST SUSSEX 

TEL RYE (0797) 223642 

NEW PROGRAMS WELCOME 

TI-994A SOFTWARE 
3 great games for the unexpanded TI-99/4A 

PILOT 
A great new flight simulation game for one player. Options for take-off, landing 
‘or in fight. Graphics display of landing strip, terrain map, instrument panel 
Full instructions included. Graphies and sound. 
TITREK £5.95 
Defeat the Klingon invasion fleet. Includes 5 skill levels, graphics quadrant 
display, 8 x 8 galaxy, phasors, photon torpedoes, long range scans, and much 
more. Full instructions included. Graphics and sound 

£4.95 FORBIDDEN CITY 
¢ but this is guarded by deadly traps. A deserted alien city contains a vast treas 

You decipher the clues left by previous travellers? Text adventure, 

£5.95 

cheque of P.O. of telephone with Agcess/VISA for immediate despatch, 
d Sop p&ip to orders under £10. Orders over £10 post free 

APEX SOFTWARE 
Hastings Road, St. Leonards-on-Sea 

E, Sussex TN3S SEA Tel, Hastings (0424) $3283, 

THE QMEGA RUN 

The Last Flight 
to Armagedon 

CRL EXCITING FLIGHT SIMULATION GAME 

MEGASAVE FANTASTIC SAVINGS 
SPECTRUM SPECTRUM COMMODORE 

Jet Se Willy £475. Tower of Evil £6.10 Fgh Path 16.30 
Fighter Pilot fos }DAnAnack Space fe30 
Bie Thunder £835 TheQuil Brnty Doo. feo Night Gunner £5.50 Scuba Dne Soto Fighe 20 Trsshnan £435. Cavern Faber Black Hawk 169 
Milionaire £475 ‘Trinble Trumble Cytron Zodiac 
tres {S.0 Defend orbudden Foret 

neha 820 One attack Aiec Challenge 
£250 Confrontation Gyropod’ Bors'< NO, 
£6.30, Chequered Flag. rrr tack 6 

Bade Ales £480 Mountain of ke Odyssey Cay Antack 
Android Blue Thunder Omega Run 
HURG. Wheelie 

38 Valhalla 

$0 ‘Thunder Hawk 
Glug Ghug. 5 Alle90 Quicksiva Zylogon’MeqaHiawi.. £5.60 
SD tua sack 3s Ales sOUnimate Sats De Death Chase $0 AILES9SSit Pro Omega Ron 6 Hobbit E1100 AMES SOimagine.. £825 Alle Interceptor £860 

FREE POSTAGE FAST SERVICE 
PLEASE STATE SPECTRUM OR COMMODORE 

SEND CHEQUE/PO TO: 
MEGASAVE, DEPT 4, 76 WESTBOURNE TERRACE, LONDON W2 

SPECIAL OFFER 

@Ktel 
Now is your chance to save £1 
off each of K-tel’s twin-game 
cassettes for the Spectrum and 
VIC-20. 

But you must have the 
voucher which appeared in the 
corner of page seven in last 
week's Home Computing 
Weekly 

Alll you have to do is to send 
the voucher along with this 
week's coupon, plus a cheque 
or postal order made out to 
K-tel International (UK). The 
postage is absolutely free. 

You may order as many as 
you wish and for each you will 
pay just £5.95. 

K-tel is new to the software 
scene, having been best known 
in the UK for its greatest hits 
albums. One of the ideas it 
came up with was Double- 
Siders, two games on one 
cassette 

comput 

alien Swarm/Are 
For either Spectrum 

Castle Col 
for 48K Spectrum 

Supavaders/Bomber Run. 
for unexpanded VIC-20 

Defusion/Worms 
for 48K Spectrum 

Plague/Alien Demon 

for 48K Spectrum 

Name — 

Address 

+ the games run on is given under ea 

z/Battle of the Toothpaste Tubes 

for VIC-20 (note: Alien Demon requires 8K RAM expansion) 

It’s only Rock ‘n’ Roll/Tomb of Dracula 

And it is this range of six, for 
the Spectrum and VIC-20, 
which are being offered at £1 
off, exclusively to readers of 
Home Computing Weekly. 

Full descriptions were in last 
ek’s issue, To order, just 

complete the coupon, writing in 
the number of each cassette you 
would like, and post it to K-tel 
along with your cheque or 
postal order and the voucher 
from last week. 

Please note that the coupon 
will be used as a label, so write 
clearly. 
© This offer is made through 
Home Computing Weekly by 
K-tel_ International (UK) Ltd, 
K-tel House, 620 Western 
Avenue, London W3 0TU. Any 
enquiries should be directed to 
K-tel. Your tapes, along with a 
colour brochure, will arrive 
within the usual 28 days. 

K-tel Offer 
£1 off coupon 

Please mark the number of tapes you would like alongside 
the title of each Double-Sider. Not 

a a DS area | 
| 

that every cassette has a 
nn Swarm/Arena. The 

h title, 

post code 

Enclose £5.95 for each Double-Sider. Make out cheques or 
postal orders to K-tel International (UK). Post to: HCW 
Offer, K-tel International (UK) Ltd, 620 Western Avenue, 
London W3 OTU 

4 
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tters Letters Letters Letters Le 
ars Letters Letters Letters Lett 
escape eee Grandad’s [Piel ieee oe 
from Hobbit |e orouch __ | eecemarauettaa ced ener aa 

soon the quality of software “ Hartog had to say about | Aquarius Program Book. It 
Here is_a list of tips for | will drop and then even the | Having purchased a CBM | Our Price (HCW 53) and | is full of helpful programs 
playing The Hobbit. [hope | most famous software | 64 at the end of December, | this week Frank Herman | and little games, which are 
this ‘will be useful to | houses, Quicksilva and |! am now completely | for Mastertronic. 1 was also | extremely good. 
readers. Uhimate, will be forced to | hooked on it. too had an | interested in what Jeff | The hand ‘controllers 

In order to escape from | employ kids. initial problem with the | Minter had to say. With | which come with the mini 
Elvenking’s Hall to | . Ifthe software houses do | machine and exchanged it | regards to his ‘cheapos’ | expander are excellent, but 
Wooden Town, you will | not want to let this happen, | the same day at Rumbelows | jibe, 1 would remind him | | am having trouble getting 
find the following route | and some like Artic and | (Lincoln). Since then Thave | that expense is not a | them to work. If any other 
useful, Virgin. are already | had one breakdown which | barometer of quality. He | Aquarius users could help 

employing kids, they must | Was no more serious than a | seems to have a rather | me, will they do so. I would 
1 Type in WAIT; repeat | help the programmers at a | fuse in the transformer. I | inflated ego, one that his | be very grateful. All in all, 
several times until the butler | younger age, by giving them | rang Commodore and | Revenge docs nothing to | I think the Aquarius is as 
unlocks the red door. advice and helping them to | having listened to my | substantiate and his | good as the Spectrum, and 

improve their programs. | description of the fault they | offering of Hovver Bowver, | well worth buy 
2 Once the butler unlocks | Maybe GOSH (Guild of | suggested that lexaminethe | more aptly named Hovver | Paul Grantham-Kilty, 
the red door (which leads 0 | Software Houses) could | fuses. I didn’t take | Rated and Hovver Priced, | Bransholme, Hull 
the cellar), type in OPEN | help by funding training | exception to this as it seems | would have been better but 
RED DOOR. If the butler | schools for programmers or culous to traipse around | nothing any other jBest,and | 
ED DOOR, Td Dale | sazools for programmes of | ih a machi ibet onl’ | pierintaer eecida'c have | Mabsbobtauhaen 
may have to repeat OPEN | could set up a union; they | suffering aminor headache. | achieved. If Neil Johnson 
RED DOOR, until the door | could call it ASS (Associa- | | don't believe that | of Microdealer UK was in 342K 
is open. tion of Software Scribes). | femoving the cover to | correct then | would be very | | 

Whatever" happens the | feplace a fuse. would | well briched indeed wit | 1 writin yo recommend 
3.Next type in GO | computer revolution. will | invalidate the guarantee | regard to computer games. | 4 Program for the 
THROUGH RED DOOR | Soon be upon us and | anyway. I don’t wish to | Tuconsider that I've got | panded VIC-20 which isthe 
or just GO, software companies had | dwell too long on. this | £200-worth of tapes ranging | pest. | have seen, for the 

beiter, act soon, before | subject, but I would like to | from absolute rubbish to | B&sie machine. I have not 
4 You are now inside the | Eugene Evans becomes the | say tha, irrespective of the | painfully” mediocre and | s&ef.this ame advertised or 
Cellar and you see that the | Arthur Scargill of "ASS. | product, someone is going | About £50-worth of tapes of | FSviewed, so | thought your 
butler is drinking the wine | Kids are becoming tired of | to get goods that are not up | value including Wimpy, | feaders ought to know that 
from the barrels. Here is a | being pushed around by | to standard, Whatever the | Neptunes Daughters, Fort ee 
chance to kill the butler. | adults, so watch out. Kids | reasons one has for | Apocalypse, Falcon Patrol, 
Type in KILL BUTLER | have ‘better imaginations | complaining it is quite | Hunchback and Matrix. | 
WITH SWORD, and are capable of creating | possible that sometimes one | can't comment on Booga- 

far more original programs | tends to view their problems | Boo as I've only had it a 
5 The butler should now be | than the Frogger, Space | through a goldfish bowl: | couple of days and haven't 

ts and is published by 
Romik. 1 hope you will 
publish this letter so thi 
other VIC owners can s 
for themselves just what dead. Type in the following | Invaders and Scramble | nuf sed got out of the Flea Pit yet. | £0" th Kor et devastate | Oe sor my grouh, | PEGMhD! eee Ree Me, | can bedanein only VK ot 

OPEN TRAP DOOR at least five versions. They | When I rang Commodore | more widowed grandads | ROMO") pine Pree a eoear also play a meaner game of | they told. me that. very | now retired who would like | Davi fy Pinner, 
TIE ROPE TO BARREL | space invaders any day of | shortly they would be | to swap views and ideas on ms 
THROW BARREL THRO: | the week publishing more and better | computing? Ispend most of | potes and Mutants cost 
UGH TRAP DOOR Mark Hankins, Altringham | books on the use of CBMs. | my time on the computer | £599 from Romik Soft. 
You should now be able | Cheshire [hope thiss trae because it | and le's curtains for Mister: |e, 272 Araya Avene to escape from Elvenking’s is certainly one aspect | when we grandaddies get 4 rea Hall . without which we complete | the ‘hang of this | Suh, Berks SLI 4HE. A : Romik’ spokesman _ said: beginners cannot manage. 1 | programming lark. Also | 

Mid-Glamorgan robs have spent around £30 on | congratulations, t@ Vera Gee erahrad ad a 
ifferent manuals but they | Coneiney (HCW 57); good | opnmection with us — it's 

poem tend to spend more time | for you lass. The software | (Heirs! time we've heard of 

explain certain aspects of | huge potential market from 
to Andy | comPuting than they do on | the middle-aged onwards, 

With reference what they cé iin. y whilst Iw "t like This country has heard of | Clarke's problem video | Yullyou somethive to key a | inneciocarred ween wits 
sex equality, but not age | cable (HCW 57): This is @ | here and there and then | my efforts so far, I'm not 
equality. All the Sunday | common fault on all cables | they think that they have | doing so bad, and Hazel, if 
magazines have reports of | with moulded ends and is | giver your money's worth. | he gets too big to handle 

Chi Wah Chan, Treharris, 

7-year-old programmers | easy to solve Ifyou area CBM 64 owner, | you can ‘always come an making thousands of | “Obtain a normal phono | anf°lite’ were becnner, | fib Sano . 
pounds per year, as well as | plug from any reputable hi- | then the only book that i,| Len Andrews OAPs (Old Age Program- | fi shop and a TV plug. Cut | Would. rec J is'| B Notts mets) aged a mere 25. The | off the moulded ends and | Melbourne Houses's Com, | Putue?: Retford, Note computer age is for the | replace with new items. If | modore 64 Exposed. | 
young, they all say. Butthis | all the cable is suspect, | believe. it's a veritable isnot the tre story Obtain a TV aerial extension | °Sidmine of information. It Software companies and | cable they vary in length) | free and wastes not an praise — | a few magazines, this one | which costs approximately | inch of space on excuses for excluded (as the publication | £1.30. Remove the TV plug | its shortcomings, or on | Lamwtiting about the letter 
Of this letter shows), are | from one end and replace | Corny wats RL Paterna scared of anyone under the | with the phono plug. 

Send your 
to Letter: 
Computing Weekly, 
No.1Goldensquare, 
London WIR 3A 
Don't forget to 
name yourcomput- 

the best letter 
age of 16. If Andy is not h-andy | Grouch no. 2: the price | computer system. could win £5-worth 

‘The real programmers | with a soldering iron, any | and quality of games forthe | 1am also a proud owner | | OF software. Cot @ 
‘are turned down because | reasonable TV repair man | 6 In general the styandard | of this computer, with @ | | propiem with your 
they are still at school and | will do the job for him, is very poor indeed. With | mini-expander 16K memory | | mero? We'll Soon 
cannot work in an office. If you are unable to | regard to copying, very few | pack, which are excellent e starting a 
People of this age cannot | manage the above, Andy, | af worth the time and | pieces of hardware queries page, so 
afford to start their own | let me know and I will make | ¢ffort. For those that are, Talso purchased the book 
software houses and | one for you. I have just | @ man would have to be | The Aquarius and How to 
therefore by the time the | done one for myself a fool not to have a | Get the Most from it, and 
programmer is 17 he is ‘Colbear. Rochdale, | back-up copy. Let me say | found it very interesting 
so disillusioned with immediately that I shall | and helpful 
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The CDS experience, more 
action... more adventure... 

This is Timebomb a brand 
new Arcade Adventure 
game from CDS. 
Just one of a new range 
of exciting programs... 

vo 



OPERATION 

7 , E 
Coming s00n from. os 

Suite G, Roycraft House, 
Linton Road, Barking, Essex. 
Tel: 01-591 7666 (4 lines). 

Pettigzew ( g 

The long awaited sequel 
to Pettigrews Diary for 
the Dragon 32. Includes 
two free Shardsound 
original music tracks. 

£7.95 INC. VAT 

S. S 
oye a 



xe 
Ww 
a ig 

Compiled with the assistance of Britain’s leading software distributors, 
Including: Pinnacle, SDL, PCE, Websters, PCS and Software Centre. 

ap SPECTRUA 
‘et Set Willy 
2scuba Dive 
Batlcatac 
‘Biue Thunder 
Hunchback 
6090 
7codename MAT 
8Night Gunner 
Schequered Flag 
t0Manic Miner 

Software Projects (1) 
Durrell) 
Uitimate 6) 
Richard wiicox 
Ocean (ai 
Ocean (7) 
Micromega (3) 
Digital 2) 
Sincialr (10) 
Software Projects (a) 

‘1Hunchback 
2 Colossus Chess 
3Mrwimpey 
flack Hawk 

Sslurpy 
Space snuttie 
71s only Rock Roll 
intro to Basic 
Falcon Patro! 
tORevenge of the 

Mutant camels 

COMMODORE 6% 
Ocean's) 
cos¢io) 
Ocean (6) 
Thorn 
Thorn 
Microdeal 
Ketel 
Commodore 
virgin 
Uamasoft (9) 

Eight Ball 
2churckle og 
SHungry Horace 
ugh! 
Skriegsplet 
Frogger 
7Pedro 
Sup Periscope 
Spragontiy 2 
10SAS. 

Microdeal (6) 
ALF) 
Melbourne House 2) 
Softek a) 
Beyond (7) 
‘Microdeal 10) 
Imagine (5) 
Beyond (9) 
Hewson () 
Peaksoft 

Compiled by W. H. Smith and Websters. Figures in brackets are last week's positions. 

Or 

Flight 015 
2Sub commander 
3Tank commander 
‘Tower of Evil 
Ssnooker 
crazy Kong 
7oridrunner 
SMLBATET 
aMine Madness 

toset Pac 

Ferrantl Davenport (3) 
Thorn EM (a) 
Thorn EMI) 
Thorn EMI) 
Visions (1) 
Interceptor (2) 
Uamasoft 10) 
Uamasoft + 
Thorn) 
ultimate (a) 

1Demotator 
20Man 
30Man's Brother 
‘430 Munchy 
Scness 
60lamond tine 
7yiller Goria 
Boaitd 
9737 Simulator 

BBC 

Visions «1 
MRM 3) 
MRM 2) 
MRM (a) 
BBC 
MRM (S) 
Precision (5) 
‘Simon Hessel) 
Doctor Soft (10) 

‘10 Fellxin the Factory Micro Power (1 

1xrazy Kong 
2eness 
3skramble 
‘Football Manager 
SMothership 
Flight Simulation 
7Space Raiders 
B0eFenders 
sinvaders 

10 Asteroids 

Psst 
Sinclair 10) 
Oulckstiva (a) 
Addictive (5) 
Sincialr (3) 
Sinctair (2) 
Sinciair() 
uickstiva (9) 
uickstiva 6) 
uleksiiva 8) 



Variables 
H Points high score 
Points points scored 
BET bet 
P,H ASCII values of cards 
PS ASCII value of points for 

use in PRINT AT routine 
AS stritig to be printed 
RW row number 
A ASCII value of string to be 

printed at 
KK graphics characters for cards 
Q column number for cards 
PP.Y graphics characters 
QW ASCII value of card posi- 

tion 
X value returned by 

GCHAR to check card 
MK card variables 
QS string variables 

CAL 

In my program for the standad 
TI-99/4A you are in the 
position of one of the 
contestants in TV's Play Your 
Cards Right 

After the screen titles and 
rules have cleared, you are 
shown one of five cards. You 
must then bet points (from one 
to nine) on whether the next 
card will be higher or lower 

How it works 
100-150 reset 
180-350 redefine characters 
360-410 set colours 
420-810 print screen titles and 

instructions 
860-940 high-score routine 
1030-1790 main sequence 
1850-2440 select and print cards 
2470-2510 PRINT AT routine 
2750-2970 check cards 
3000-3270 end 

TI-994A PROGRAM 

Deal 
yourself in 
and risk the 
turn of the 

cards 
Forget the cards — with Jon 
Dempsey’s program for the 

unexpanded TI-994/ it's just as 
easy to win (or lose) on the 

screen 
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Hints on conversion 
TI BASIC is fairly standard with 
two main exceptions. Single 
statement lines are used and 
subroutines for graphics and 
sound areavailable, prefixed with 
CALL, as detailed below 
CALL CLEAR clears screen 

"ALL SCREEN defines screen 
colour 

CALL CHAR defines character 
with a 16-digit hex string from 
an eight by eight grid. Other 
machines will use a different 
method 

CALL COLOUR (character set, 
foreground, background) sets 
colour of character 

CALL HCHAR (row, column, 
character code, number of 
repeats) places ‘character on 
screen at co-ordinates speci- 
fied and optionally repeats 
character horizontally 

CALL VCHAR similar to 
HCHAR but repeats 
character vertically 

CALL. GCHAR (row, column, 
Variable) similar {0 a screen 
PEEK on other machines. 
Gives the ASCII code at the 
‘given screen co-ordinates 

CALL SOUND (D,F,V) gives 
sound of duration D, frequen- 
cy F and volume V, Three 
sounds can be produced at 
‘once 

High score and highest scorer 
is stored and displayed on the 
screen 

An unusual routine in the 
program is the storing of values 
and strings for print at routines 
in DATA statements. 



TI-994A PROGRAM 

HIGH QUALITY TI-99/4A SOFTWARE 

PACKAGED IN AUDIO WALLETS 

ADVENTURE MANIA. wssic nocommanomooue neentor «595 ‘GAVE ToS FULL GRAPHIC ANO TEXT ADVENTUME 8 STARS ‘CaN'vOU OSCOvER THE UCTIMATE QUEST IN THES SPECTACULAR MISSON. (50 LOCATIONS: 
JANIA, sox: nocomano mooute netoeo) 595 IEW CANES Sas Ay sag oUt CERT BT MANA say Apc snot 

AOVENTURE. CAN YOU SURVIVE IN MANIA AND ESCAPE TO THE CORRIDORS OF 
LIONEL AND THE | LADDERS S sereneo pas 

"3 
79s THE VERY QEST FULLY ave eee seh Om Your nioa/én_ neue vee 

STARS. SSE SE OUR WAL PACE OVERTISEMENT W LAST WEEK'S SSUE Or HOME COMPUTING 
‘+ AVAILABLE SHORTLY "BENEATH THE STARS” « 

INTRIGUE 
SOFTWARE 

ENO P10, CHEQUE TO: 
INTRIGUE SOFTWARE (CRANBROOK ROAD TENTERDEN KENT TNSO 6) 

WE WALL SENO YOUR GAMES BY RETURN, POST FREE 
(DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. TEL: 05806 4726 

TI-99/4A 
ARCADE HARDWARE 

1A Horton fat, Fallteld, Machete, R14 7a 
For Access orders ant enquiries Tel. #61 225, 

available for your TI99/4A The MEV TI games notales. 
se; Mapper, MIALSHE, Slynaits, Space Bandit, Severaaniay 
+ Superfly, Janbreater, Aicrosurgeen, Rurgertine. All at 
Frou Atari: Donkey Kong (£28.95), Pac-aan, Defender u 

(18,98) 
Arcaaw Joystick semive steel joystick (22.8 

Oks 
Intretctin te Assebly Language for the TI fare Conpater. 
Priced at £16.95. 

Drees far th Tt fae Cape 
TAR14h Priced at £14.95 

sive of pp and V.A.T. 
aitanlity ot Eas Wink Henry. 

Xu OUt aN Koop to end With or eF mem 

r-----------== = ------- 

(call rvensortoall 

Rivnaguiee scares sects _Kiloat Pack Industral Estate 
‘eterna anne POSTAGE. Calektrpe, Ce Atri BT38 TD os |e age gare Scant, 

| Scat enna ws PROUPTLY sont . 
Sepopen oper oy eatcasa pon Eaguies Teepe (096 03) oI 

eo 

Bp CATALOGUE re: 

FLUFFY ANDROID SOFTWARE 
CONTACT 

The Software Manager, 
19 Ravenswood, Titchfield Common, 

Fareham. 

SPECTRUM PROGRAMMERS! 
HAVE YOU WRITTEN A PROGRAM WITH 

THAT LITTLE BIT EXTRA? 
IF SO THEN WE WANT TO KNOW 

ABOUT YOU! 
TOP ROYALTIES WILL BE PAID 

FOR FIRST CLASS GAMES 
AND OTHER SOFTWARE! 

SEND TAPE AND FULL DETAILS OF YOUR 
PROGRAM TO ABOVE ADDRESS. 
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BEDFORDSHIRE 

NATION IE SHOPS & DEALERS 

WEST MIDLANDS 

ADVERTISE 
IN OUR 

NATIONWIDE 
GUIDE AND SEE 
YOUR BUSINESS 
GROW. PHONE 

NOW FOR 
DETAILS ON 
01-437 0699 

THE DATA STORE 
6 Chatterton Road, Bromley 

Kent. Tel: 01-460 8991 
Open: 9.30 - $.30 

Mondays to Saturdays 
(Closed Wednesdays) 
off 

for wide 
corn dealer 
of BBC software 

and peripherals 

MEROS 

MERSET 

—SiVZ 
= PHOENIX & 
s 3 SOFTWARE = 

CENTRE 
MAIL ORDER SOFTWARE 

BBC SPECTRUM ETC. 
Phoenix Softw 

READ OUR 
DEALER 

DIRECTORY AND 
FIND OUT THE 
LOCATION OF 
YOUR NEAREST 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

— ORDER FORM 

READ OUR 

RAINBOW 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

ADVERTISE 
IN OUR 

NATIONWIDE 
GUIDE AND SEE 
YOUR BUSINESS 
GROW. PHONE 

NOW FOR 
DETAILS ON 
01-437 0699 VICTORIA ROAD, YEOVIL, SOMERSET 

TEL: 0955 26678 

DO YOU WANT MAXIMUM 

BENEFIT FOR YOUR MONEY? 

— THEN USE OUR SHOPS AND 

DEALERS GUIDE TO ADVERTISE 

YOUR RETAIL/MAIL ORDER 
BUSINESS. 

Advertise nationally for only 35p per word 
{minimum charge 15 words). 
Simply print your message in the coupon and 
send with your cheque or postal order made 
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd to: 

CLASSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEFKLY 
1 Golden Square, London WIR 3AB. 
Tel: 01-437 0699, 

PREFERRED CLASSIFICATION 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 

weeks. 
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HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

01-437 0699 
EXT 341. 

Lineage: 
35p per word 

Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings discounts. 

a = 

Alll advertisements in this section must be prepaid. 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request). 

AUSTRALIAN 
IMPORTS 

SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS 
SELL IN AUSTRALIA 

TO OVER 350 RETAILERS 
COMPUTERPLAY is Australia’s 
fastest growing, reputable so 

distributor seeking to import or 
reproduce under licence. Contact 

Kerry Harrison. Computerplay, P.O. 
Box 69, Glen Wa 

3150, Ai 
Tel: Melbourne $61 1078, 

Telex: AA30625 Attn, ME 269. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Popping, Break dancing. Teach 
yourself. Loose stamp for details 
Dance Publications, 136 Monkhill 
Lane, Pontefract WF8 IRT 
For selection of computer books 

harp soft K-Soft Com: 
. 56 Botham Lane, Retford, 

hamshire 

LET US HELP YOU 
TO LEARN TO PROGRAM 

Also Childrens holiday 
courses are available 

throughout the Summer 

Ring: 
on 01-318 5488 

4 LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM. 
‘ONDON SE13 LQ 

READ OUR 
DEALER 

DIRECTORY AND 
FIND OUT THE 
LOCATION OF 
YOUR NEAREST 
COMPUTER 
SPECIALL 

é SOFTWARE: 
EXCHANGE 

SRE 
NCC, 12 York Clo _ Barton, Beds 

MICRO-USERS T-SHIRTS & 
SWEATSHIRTS 

1 Spectrum 4Have Vou Seen My Peripher 
3m User Friendly 6 Zap em 

Hire a computer from ZX81_ up. 
wards for a week or a year. We also 
buy and scond-hand com 
puters, magazines and books 
Business & Computer Services, 
294a, Caledonian Road, London NI 
IBA. Tel: 01-607 0157. 

COMMODORE 64 
Software library 

2 weeks hire £1. Annual 
membership £5. Stamp for 
list. Les Wilson, (C) 100 
Blenheim Walk, Corby, 
Northants. 

Oric Software Library. Two » 
hire £1. Annual Membership £5 
Stamp for list. Les Wilson, 100 
Blenheim Walk, Corby, Northants 

VIC-20 SOFTWARE HIRE. 
Free membership. 60 Titles 
from SOp per week. Send a 
SAE for your membership 

kit 
YSH, 242 Ransom Road, 

nd any 

Send your requirements to: 

Debra Stupple 
ASP LTD. 
1 Golden Square, 

COMPUTER CASSETTE 
RECORDER 

A.W. LEISURE. 47 Flmharst Avene, 
ies Park, Horachurch, Eases RMII2 40, 

LIBRARIES 

.COMMODORE 64__ 
GAMES LIBRARY 

Software L 
sey, West Yo 1 Park Top. 

BBC/Dragon software library 
Membership £5.00. — Tapes £1 
(+23p postage). Stamp for details. 
E. Tucker, (H) 8 Springwood Estate 
Grimston Road, Sough Wootton, 
King’s Lynn, Norfolk 

VIC-20 & 
VECTREX LIBRARY 
now available 

Details to 
DUKERIES SOFTWARE 

39 HIGH STREET, 
WARSOP, 

NR. MANSFIELD, 
NOTT! 

ZX81 
offer 
our Compu 

e had over th 
ing Sinclair Computer pro: 

ducts. Price including p&p. ZX81— 
£11.50; 16K Ram — £9.95; Spec 

Spectrum. We 
out-of 2 

trum — £18.75. Send with cheque or 
PO. TV. Service of Cambridge, 

nch’s Road, Cambridge CB4 
NP. Phone (0223) 311371 

s and all copyright and all other intellect 

London WIR 3AB 

Commodore repairs. By Commo: 
dore approved engineers, Re 
prices — VIC-20 modulators £6.50, 
VIC-20 from £14.50, CBM 64 from. 
£18.00, C2N from £7.00, printers, 
disk, etc, For more details write or 
tel. G.C. Bunce & Son. 36 Burling 

Burnham, Bucks SLI 
6) 61696, 

ton Road, 

PROBLEMS WITH 
YOUR MACHINE: 

ALL YOU 
CASSETTE NEEDS 
Biank cassettes C15 with case 40p 
Labels in Biue, wnite or Yellow, 20or 
36D. Inlay cards In Blue, Yellow, Red, 
Green, Orange or Purple, 20 for 60p, 
rary cases 9p each, Postage on 

‘each complete order 60D 
Stonchorn Lid. $9 Mayfield Way, 

Barvell, Leicester. LE9 8BL 

Jbs records 
‘COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

REAL-TIME or (Slow). HIGH-SPEED 

Jbs records — a division of FILTERBOND LTD, 19 Sadlers Way, Mertford $614 202 0902-551188, 

Spectrum users. Want hard copies 
n? No graphics 
ered lines, Extra 

's Sp. Budden, 35 Coronation 
Drive, Felixstowe IP11 8NL 

Atari 400 with typewriter keyboard, 
410 cassette, 10 cartridges/games. 
Ideal beginners kit. Offers on 
complete package to Mr. Campbell 
01-385 3621 (evenings) 

20 programs. Twenty includ- 
ing six expanded games £5 inclusive 
Write A Bellamy, 201 Model Village 
Creswell, Worksop, Notts. 

SSNO261-3991 
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SOFTWARE 
APPLICATIONS 

Unexpanded TI-99/4A. We need 
more high-quality games, adven- 
tures, utilities and educational 
programs (or written material). We 
offer extremely good royalties in 
exchange, Please send what you 
have now for evaluation to 
Pikadee Software, 35 Parker St, 
Preston, Lancashire PR2 2AH 

BACK-UP 
TAPE COPIERS 

onmooone 64 £5 95 ELECTRON £5.95 
vez0 £595 KAN 6595 
it £5.95 SPRCTRUM 65.98 

TAPE TO DISK TRANSFER ‘UTILITIES 
Saerenorg tore 
conmooone 68 
‘asc 
AAR 

[ee 
EVESHAM MICRO CENTRE ‘ridge St, Evesham, Wercestershive 

£9.95 
£9.95 
£9.95 

A.C. SOFTWARE Fe 
TI-99/4A 

PROGRAMMING AIDS 
Character or tex graph Character graph SHex sode, Read) worked character code 

Please send'S.A:E. for further deals 
A.C.Software, P.O. Box 3 
Burntwood Walsall WS7 SEE 

CBM 64 tape with seven utilities, 
dissassembler sprite editor etc and 
five games Mastermind Othello etc 
£3.95, H Cook, 128 London Road, 
Widley, Portsmouth, 

COPYMATE TWO. 
CBM 64 BACK-UP COPIER 
‘Outstanding features include an 

option to SAVE TO TAPE OR DISK 
Easy to use. Send £5.75 to:~ 
HORIZON SOFTWARE 

15, Banburg Close, Corby 
Northants NI 9PA, 

COMMODORE 64 
AND VIC-20 

BACK-UP COPIERS 
your BASIC code, and 

Both are writ 
and audio and visual prompts are 

used for easy operation, 
Full instructions are contained 

in the programs. 
vic mrtatoR a 
IMITATOR 6s “ 

Please state which is required and 
make cheques/ PO's payable to 

TAN WAITE 
Send orders to: 

IAN WAITE, DEPT HCW 
11 HAZLEBARROW ROAD 

SHEFFIELD S8 8AL 

HCW 
YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARKET 

This BACK-UP tape utility will copy 
your cassette based programs onto 
Tape or Disk. Supplied on data 
cassette with full instructions. Also 
now available a TAPE TO DISK 
UTILITY Transfer your cassette 
software onto disk. Fast despatch, by 
First Class Post. Both priced at just 
£4.99 each, Send to 

Clark Kent Software 
26 Northcape Walk, Corby 

Northants. N18 900 

SPECTRUM KOPYKAT 
BACK-UP TAPE 

Simply the best for LOADing 
and SAVEing your own 

programs. Any of your own ZX 
Spectrum programs can be 
backed-up onto a fresh tape. 
100 per cent machine code. 
SPECTRUM KOPYKAT uses 

no program area so your full 
size programs can be copied. 

Despatched by first class return 
of post 

Send cheque/PO for £4.95 to: 

MEDSOFT 
PO Box 84, Basingstoke 

Hants RG2S 2LW 

THE ULTIMATE TAPE, 
BACK-UP COPIER 

BBC “IMAC 

BACK-UP 
TAPE COPIER 
(new version) 

P COPIES of you aly wth MANY MOSEY BACK 
BACK 

OADS jn al 
TINUOUSLY — ee 
MASSIVELY saves 
BREAK ‘a any si 

arty on LOAD, Ideal for secur 

MASSIVELY IMPROVE ALL 
YOUR SPECTRUM 

PROGRAMS 
using our 

GRAPHICS AND SOUND 
TOOL KIT 

s Pac SFESSION. 

5 STARS FROM 
AN HCW REVIEW FOR 
THIS KIT IN ISSUE 59! 
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SOFTWARE 
BUSINESS 

SOFTWARE 
EDUCATIONAL 

————_—____, 
SOFTWARE CENTRE 

THE EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE specialists. 
Large S.A.E for lists. 

52A Bromham Road, 
Bedford 

Tel: Bedford 44733 

Chemistry exams? Alchemy is still 
the best for problem solving. 6 
programs and booklet for Spectrum 
or BBC. Send SAE for details. 78 
Tweendykes Road, Hull, Nth. 
Humberside HU? 4XG 

ISIS VIDEO. 
Specialists in Educational software, 
Software and textbooks. Software| 
packages from ABC to A level. Many 
major publishing houses included in 
‘our comprehensive catalogue covering 
‘most popular home /school computers. 

Ring 01 $41 0403 
or write stating model to: 

ISIS VIDEO (HCW), 
Crown Works, Chruch Road, 
Norbiton, Kingston, Surrey 

Prices inc: VAT & PAP. SAE for ful it 
PHILDATA, 7 

Dromeda Software. Quality games 
for TI-99/4A. S.A.E. for details. 
56 Wells Street, Haslingden, Lanca: 
shire BBS SLS. 

WHITE ROSE ENTERTAINMENT. 25 HURCH ST MENBOROUGH'S YORKS 

New for the TL99/4A, The Times 
es of Thoynan War. 

jock’ and ‘Destroy Base X":—£5.99 
Solid Software. Also 

“The House of Horrors’ and ‘Star 
Strike’, $ star review:— £5.99 
Available from 35 Melyille Road. 

and Treasu 

Only from 

Bispham, Blackpool FY2 9JF 

[— TI-99/4A SOFTWARE 
Any three fantastic games for only 

5. 38 titles to choose from 
For full list §.A.E. 10: 

BINBROOK SOFTWARE, 
88 Cotterdale, Sutton Park, 

Hull HU7 4AE 

‘Thousands of E££'s to be WON! 
“TREASURE HUNT TOOLKIT" 

(48x spectrum) 
Helps solve anagrams, codes, In 
‘Buzzle Dooks — “Golden Eggs 

With interest’, etc 
Send chequeP.0. £4.95 
G.W. COMPONENTS 

50 OAKTREE LANE, MANSFIELD, NOTTS 

‘TRUM SOFTWARE. 
r BIGGEST CHOICE 

LOWEST PRICES. 
S.A.E. FOR LIST 

LEO SOFT 
279, Crlcklewood Lane, London NW2 

FLY AWAY!! 
Solo Flight C64 £12 
(Micropros) 
747 Flight BBC £8.00 
(Doctorsoft) 
Colossus chess C64 £9.00 
(€Ds) 
The Hobbit all versions £11.50 
(Melbourne) 
VALHALLA 64 (iclephone) £11.65 

Oulekshot Joystick £17.00 
Fall of Romve (ASP) £6.00 
‘OFFERS APPLY UNTIL END 

‘OF MAY 
‘cheques /P.0.5 to, 

LA MER SOFTWARE AVON 
BS23 1JU TEL. 0934 26339 

(for your computer needs 
between 10-6pm) 

OMEGA. SYSTEMS 
"AGO $2 PROGRAMS PONTOON for fs Paqe 295 ine HiRes card game, using fal 32K. Twis 

stick or but from our Dragon Banker 
MENU — Why buy expensive ds drives? Try ue ment driven tape and find any of 
SSPREE example programs in yesond Minis, Biackbusters, Galactica, nde. Use oN 

OFFER — Send 
py oth programs (Minimum size C15 tapes) “CHEQUES/P.O. PLEASE TO 
OMEGA SYSTEMS 24 Curiew Road, 

fAbbeyaale, Gloucester OLd 71F 
Please ine ity outside UK (£1.00) 

rains. £3.98 

CASSETTE 50 
Appi ATARI BNC CoMtGL DRAGON 
ORIC SPECTRUM. VIC20 ZX8I_atthe 

et cassette ine BAD 
MAIL ORDER SOFTWARE 
9 KNOWLE LANE, WYKE, 
BRADFORD. BD12 9BE 

READ OUR 
DEALER 

DIRECTORY AND 
FIND OUT THE 
LOCATION OF 
YOUR NEAREST 
COMPUTER 
SPECIALIST 



TheName_ . 
For Quality 

And | 
Innovation 

Writtén by a fjight simulator instructor and pilot. 

Superb graphics. comm@pore Gt vic 20 16k £7.95 

TRADE ENQUIRIES: ANIROG SOFTWARE LTD. °29 WEST HILL DARTFORD KEI (0322) 92513/8 

MAIL ORDER: 8 HIGH STREET HORLEY SURREY 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083 

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE P.O, ACCESS/VISA 50p POSTAGE & PACKAGING 



Allo? Ah ahm Unspectet 
Cleudeau of the Sureté.... 

ah neu eggsactley weut yew 
ip tew, beceuse that ees 

mei jeub. 
Ah neu yew are geuing tew 

trah en steal a gem steun in 
mei care .. beut eet weel 
naught be eezee mei frend, 
eau neau, me and mei treusty 
servant Kaolin weel be tryin 
to steup yew. 
Not eaunly zat, beut Les 

Flics, the treu gend'armerie 
eunder mei commant weel be 
out en force, so, you foel, you 
‘ave neo chance aggenst 

You control that Pink 
character with the tail in your 
quest for the Purple Puma, a 
priceless gemstone, avoid the 

cars and enter the 

items as you 
find them, we leave you to 
find out what they do! 
Bon Chance 

£6-95 
Iteme'to colt Arcade Sagenkiters For Spectua 48K 
Dagger Spanner Knife&Fork Key Money Diamond 

Bo Mame ome 
P.S.S.452 STONEY STANTON RD. COVENTRY CV6 5DG. TEL: COVENTRY (0203667556 


